Environment and Neighbourhood Committee
Thursday 15 September 2016
7.30 pm at the



Civic Offices, St Nicholas Way, Sutton SM1 1EA

To all members of the Environment and Neighbourhood Committee:Chair:
Vice-Chair
Councillors:

Councillor Jill Whitehead
Councillor Manuel Abellan
Nighat Piracha, Adrian Davey, Richard Marston, Patrick McManus,
Steve Penneck, Tony Shields, Paul Wingfield and Hanna Zuchowska

Substitutes:

Jean Crossby, Tim Crowley, Neil Garratt, Jason Reynolds and
Joyce Melican

This is a Council meeting held in public. Additional representations are at the invitation of the Chair
of the Committee. If you are a relevant organisation and you wish to submit representations on a
proposal contained within the reports to this agenda please submit a request via Committee
Services three working days before the meeting date.
This meeting will be recorded and made available on the Council’s website.
PLEASE NOTE: Any decision taken at this meeting does not become definitive until 10am on the
third working day after the meeting. Any four members of the Council may notify the Chief
Executive by then if they require a decision to be reviewed by the appropriate committee at its next
meeting. Please contact the Committee Services representative shown on the front page for
further information.
Niall Bolger
Chief Executive
2 September 2016

Enquiries to: Amy Dumitrescu, Senior Business Support Officer. tel: 020 8770 5833 Email:
amy.dumitrescu@sutton.gov.uk

Copies of reports are available in large print on request

AGENDA
1.

Welcome and introductions

2.

Apologies for absence and notifications of substitutes

3.

Minutes of last meeting

3 - 12

To agree the minutes of the meeting held on 27 June 2016 as a correct
record.
4.

Declarations of interests

5.

Local Implementation for the 2017/2018 budget

13 - 48

This report provides feedback on the views from the Local Area Committees,
who considered the report in the recent cycle of meetings, and includes the
recommended list of schemes at appendix A.
6.

Planned Maintenance Report 2016/2017

49 - 56

The Council has a statutory duty under S41 of the Highways Act 1980 to
maintain the highway in a safe condition for all users. This report sets out the
planned maintenance for highways in the borough for the year 2016/2017.
7.

Parking Strategy
The Parking Strategy and Policy (The Strategy) will set out how the Borough
will assess, review and manage its parking infrastructure to support the
aspirations of One Planet Sutton, The Local Plan, and emerging Sutton Town
Centre Masterplan and the 2031 growth agenda.

8.

Any urgent items brought forward at the direction of the chair

9.

Date of the next meeting
The next meeting will be held on 1 December 2016 at 7:30pm at the Civic
Offices.

57 - 98
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Reminder – Declarations of Interests
Members should consider the following interests and whether they have any they
should declare.
Disclosable Pecuniary Interests
Where you have a Disclosable Pecuniary Interest in any business of the Authority at
this meeting and you have either declared it beforehand in the Register of Members’
Interests or to the Monitoring Officer for entry in the Register you must state at this
meeting that you have such an interest and then withdraw from the room or chamber
where the meeting is being held whilst that business is considered.
Where you have a Disclosable Pecuniary Interest in any business of the Authority at
this meeting and have not previously declared it you must declare the nature of that
interest at this meeting and then withdraw from the room or chamber where the
meeting is being held whilst that business is considered.
Other Pecuniary and Non-Pecuniary Interests
Where you have any other pecuniary or non-pecuniary interest in any business at
this meeting you must declare that interest, but may continue to speak and vote on
the matter. However, if the interest is one which a member of the public, with
knowledge of the relevant facts, would reasonably regard as so significant that it is
likely to prejudice your judgement of the public interest then you should declare the
interest and withdraw from the room or chamber where the meeting is being held
whilst that business is considered.
Further information on these matters can be found in the Council's Code of Conduct
and Constitution. If you are in any doubt as to whether you have an interest you
should seek advice before the committee meeting from Alexa Coates.
If, during the course of the committee meeting, you consider you may have an
interest you should always declare it.
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Environment and Neighbourhood Committee
27 June 2016
ENVIRONMENT AND NEIGHBOURHOOD COMMITTEE
27 June 2016 at 7.30 pm
MEMBERS:
(*Absent)

1.

Councillor Jill Whitehead (Chair), Councillor Manuel Abellan (Vice
Chair) and Councillors Nighat Piracha, Adrian Davey*, Richard
Marston*, Patrick McManus*, Steve Penneck, Tony Shields, Paul
Wingfield and Hanna Zuchowska.

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS

Councillor Jill Whitehead opened the meeting and welcomed new members, including
Councillor Manual Abellan, new Vice-Chair of the Committee.

2.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE AND NOTIFICATIONS OF SUBSTITUTES

Apologies were received from Councillor Adrian Davey, Councillor Richard Marston, and
Councillor Patrick McManus. Councillors Joyce Melican and Neil Garratt attended as
substitutes.

3.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

Councillor Steve Penneck declared a non-pecuniary interest in item 8.

4.

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING

The minutes of the meeting held on 4 February 2016 were agreed and signed as an
accurate record. As a matter arising, Councillor Neil Garratt requested if the timeline for the
crossings at the Heart of Hackbridge (Item 34) had been decided as yet. Warren Shadbolt,
Executive Head of Safer and Stronger Communities responded that work was planned for
the end of August/beginning of September 2016.

5.

ENVIRONMENT AND NEIGHBOURHOOD COMMITTEE PERFORMANCE
REPORT
Sam Barker, Head of Commissioning Support, outline the purpose of the new scorecards for
each committee produced from the Covalent Software. This software provides live data on
the night with changes highlighted, which the Head of Commissioning Support identified to
the Committee.
Councillor Jill Whitehead asked questions in regards to the presentation:
1) These are existing KPIS, what are the possibilities for looking at how relevant they
are now given the changing environment?
2) Is it possible to include qualitative KPIs as well as quantitative?
3) Will new strategies which have their own KPIs be included in the overarching KPIs
over time?
4) How will KPIs for shared services with other Boroughs be incorporated into these?
The Head of Commissioning Support responded:
1) Relevance: This is a top slice of all the KPIs reported across the LA, and this is an
initial set of indicators which have been deemed by officers and members as the
most important for this committee, but there is scope to change that as we go
forward.
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2) Qualitative KPIs: The scorecard is quantitative in its nature, to measure the delivery
of things. However, the council is moving towards measuring outcomes, but these
require longer-term reporting. There are tools for that such as the Residents’ Survey,
and the council’s developmental assets approach. This is a month-by-month report.
3) New strategy KPIs: There is scope to add additional KPIs.
4) Shared Services: The Strategic Director of Environment, Housing
and Regeneration responded that this set is a small snapshot of all the indicators.
KPI data will be collected from shared services, and some are already reflected in
the information shown in the report. The information can be changed at any time to
include new/different data.
Councillor Steve Penneck was positive about the valuable and useful information contained
in the new KPI report. He noted that some targets will be entered month by month but
commented that thought should be given about how to best reflect these to show the trend
over time.
The Strategic Director of Environment, Housing and Regeneration responded that the new
system can be refined, but some data will be related to reporting periods, as some are only
measured yearly/quarterly.
Councillor Neil Garratt requested if there was a way to see figures per quarter/per year.
Councillor Garratt also mentioned that for the Housing, Economy and Business Committee,
a Task and Finish Group had been established to choose which indicators should be
included, and he asked if this could be done for Environment and Neighbourhood
Committee as well? The Chair, said she would seek members’ views on this possibility for E
and N Committee outside of the meeting.
RESOLVED: that the Environment and Neighbourhood Committee considered the
performance dashboard for Environment and Neighbourhood Committee.

6.

UPDATE ON SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORT STRATEGY

Keith Fraser, Principal Planner (Transport), outlined progress on recent projects as detailed
in the report and tabled a revised Appendix A (attached as the appendix to the minutes).
Councillor Paul Wingfield asked if there was anything that could be done to alleviate the air
quality issues in Worcester Park. The Principal Planner advised that this was an ongoing
issue, which officers were discussing with Kingston Council as many of the problems were
cross-border in nature.
Councillor Jill Whitehead advised that Transport for London were aware that there was an
issue at Worcester Park, which had led to the recent TFL Zetol project there to find ways to
reduce or prevent congestion.
RESOLVED that the Environment and Neighbourhood Committee:
2.1 Noted the progress made on the implementation of sustainable transport initiatives
within the Sustainable Transport Strategy (STS)
2.2 Agreed the revised targets and actions set out in the Action Plan for the STS.
Ian Price, Team Leader, Strategy and Commissioning updated the Committee on the
progress of the Quietways Project, which TFL was funding in Sutton. TFL was keen to work
with the London Borough of Sutton on finding a suitable route, and the initial route
assessments had been completed. Meetings were also being set up with relevant ward
councillors to look at route options. The next stage in the process would be to agree a route
in principle, so that the work needed could be assessed by Sustrans, and included in a
delivery plan to submit to TFL.
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Councillor Steve Penneck expressed concern about using dedicated cycle tracks in narrow
residential roads, and the affect this could have on parking, and he asked if the scheme
would allow for improvements at dangerous junctions.
Councillor Neil Garratt said there was generally a poor cycle infrastructure in the UK, and he
asked that something appropriate should be put in place that could be used by cyclists,
Councillor Neil Garratt asked if the traffic volumes on the quietways route had been
measured as yet.
The Team Leader, Strategy and Commissioning responded that there were counters on the
road already, and undertook to share the data with Councillors.
Councillor Paul Wingfield asked if there was potential to use the space alongside Nonsuch
Park for a cycling path. The Team Leader, Strategy and Commissioning responded that
Nonsuch Park came under Surrey County Council but he would investigate.
Councillor Tony Shields noted that there were issues with safe places to park cycles. The
Team Leader, Strategy and Commissioning answered this could be looked at within the LIP
budget.
Councillor Steve Penneck requested the timescale for the Quietways work and he asked if
there would be consultation on specific parts of the route. The Team Leader, Strategy and
Commissioning said the initial feedback would be received from ward councillors, as soon
as possible, before the school summer break. The overall delivery, funding-wise from TFL
would be in Spring 2017. The consultation would be flexible.
RESOLVED:
2.3 In relation to the Quietways project, agree:a) Continue partnership working with TfL, Sustrans and London Borough of
Merton and the process to deliver a good quality Quietways cycle route
between Sutton and Morden;
b)

Agree in principle to the route as shown on the drawing
2015_0230_Quietways_2.2_Maps;

c)

Agree that the Chair of Environment and Neighbourhood Committee and
Executive Head of Safer and Stronger Communities have the final decision on
route alignment, detailed design and delivery of the project in consultation with
ward councillors.

7.

RESPONSE TO SPORTING FUTURE, A NEW STRATEGY FOR AN ACTIVE
NATION
Jan Underhill, Executive Head of Wellbeing outlined the purpose of the new Government
Strategy, as a result of which it was intended to set up a Sports and Exercise Network in the
Borough, which would be self- organising and self-funding. It was noted that sports were not
statutory functions for Councils.
Councillor Paul Wingfield commented that sports organisations were fairly limited, and that
we would need a database for all the different types of networks to ensure all groups and
ages are covered, particularly those that are currently not getting exercise. The Executive
Head of Wellbeing responded that the Council was gradually building up information on
activities available in the borough.
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Councillor Steve Penneck said that the current barriers to sports and exercise needed to be
investigated, but he understood this was difficult with no resources.
Councillor Neil Garratt raised the use of parks commercially for fitness. The Strategic
Director of Environment, Housing and Regeneration agreed there was a real balance
between charges and encouraging people to use the facilities. Whilst there were currently
no plans to charge for park runs, the out-sourcing of the parks service to a contractor could
have an effect on this.
Councillor Jill Whitehead asked how confident staff were that they could find a suitable lead
organisation for the Sports Network. The Executive Head of Wellbeing responded that they
were currently in discussions with organisations.
The Chair pointed out that there was scope to link with other committees to look at these
issues such as the Health & Wellbeing Board.
RESOLVED that the Environment and Neighbourhood Committee:
2.1

Agreed a stakeholder network approach to the implementation of the Government’s
Sports Strategy through the development of a Sutton Physical Activity Network, as
set out in 5.3 to 5.6.

8.

AWARD OF PREFERRED BIDDER STATUS FOR WASTE COLLECTION AND
RELATED ENVIRONMENT SERVICES
Councillor Tony Shields raised concerns before the start of the presentation that due to the
recent vote to leave the European Union, that there would be potential changes in the current
EU legislation in regards to waste collection and disposal, and questioned how appropriate it
was to vote on an 8 year contract at this time of uncertainty. It was pointed out that the South
London Waste Partnership contract award was unaffected by the Brexit vote.
The South London Waste Partnership of four boroughs (Sutton,Kingston, Merton and
Croydon) had been involved in the procurement of the proposed waste collection contract,
and two of these Boroughs (Sutton and Merton) in the procurement of the Parks maintenance
contract, with options for the other two Boroughs to join later. The procurement had been
undertaken over a period of time with appropriate legal and financial advice in place from
experienced consultants.
It was pointed out that due to large-scale government cutbacks in funding impacting on all
councils nationwide, that harmonisation of waste collection across the four Boroughs offered
substantial savings. In Sutton, the savings were worth £1.5m per year after the first year or
over £10 m over eight years.
Matt Clubb, Executive Head of Environment Commissioning gave a presentation on the
overview of the Lot 1 (Waste Collection) and Lot 2 service bids (Parks maintenance). The
Executive Head of Environment Commissioning advised that the 8 years would commence
from 2017, with an option to extend for another 8 years after that, and then again, bringing the
total to 24 years. It was advised that Kingston Council had agreed the proposal at their
Committee Meeting, and it had been endorsed by the South London Waste Partnership Joint
Committee, with decisions going to Merton Council on 4 July (post meeting note: this was
called in), and Croydon Council on 11 July (post meeting note: this was agreed).
Post meeting note: This was agreed by all boroughs.
An overview was given of the proposed changes, as well as the benefits of the proposal.
Service changes were planned for April 2017 for the London Borough of Sutton.
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Councillor Nighat Piracha asked if there was anything that would remain in-house, and who
should councillors contact with issues they received from residents. The Executive Head of
Environment Commissioning advised that there would be a client team responsible for
managing both contracts, and any issues would be directed to that team. Some elements
would remain in house in Lot 2 such as tree inspections, and parks equipment decisions
which currently came under Local Committees.
Councillor Tony Shields expressed concern that the waste handling regulations were from the
EU and therefore may change.
The Strategic Director of Environment, Housing and Regeneration advised that officers had
received specialist legal advice, with clauses allowing for changes in legislation, and a lot of
the EU current legislation was also enacted in UK law.
Councillor Manuel Abellan asked how the performance of the contractor would be monitored,
and asked what could be done to reassure those residents who were concerned about the
increase in the number of bins required at their property.
The Executive Head of Environment Commissioning responded that the proposed preferred
bidder Veolia manages over 40 contracts within the UK and approximately a dozen within
London, as a large company which regularly delivers these services in a number of places.
There would be a clienting team which would ensure that standards set by the SLWP were
met (these were appended to the Committee report), and monetary deductions would be
made if these standards were not met. If the standards were not met, the contract could be
ceased.
The Executive Head of Environment Commissioning advised that the service would continue
to work flexibly with residents, for example, in those areas with steep steps where residents
could not use wheeled bins.
Councillor Joyce Melican asked what would happen in those houses with reduced space for
wheeled bin storage. There was also concern expressed in regards to the communications
plan as this was a big change. Councillor Melican asked how this would be communicated to
residents.
The Executive Head of Environment Commissioning answered that the communications plan
was being developed around the decision, which would then be fine-tuned, and enacted at
appropriate times leading up to the award of contract (if agreed) and then leading up to the
launch of the service.
Councillor Hanna Zuchowska raised concern about space, given the increase in bins and
asked if the boxes were stackable. Councillor Zuchowska also asked if there was anything in
place regarding nappies.
The Executive Head of Environment Commissioning advised that the recycling boxes are
stackable, and that neighbouring boroughs with fortnightly collections had not experienced
significant problems with nappies, and reminded the committee that the council did run a cloth
nappy scheme.
Councillor Neil Garratt asked why there had been no consultation with residents.
The Executive Head of Environment Commissioning answered that there was a consultation
in 2012 in regards to the food waste service, the results of which reflected that a large
percentage of residents wanted a food waste service (72%), but that figure decreased
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significantly when asked if they would pay for that service. The SLWP contract offered the
opportunity for a weekly food waste collection at no extra cost to the resident, due to
economies of scale and harmonisation across the four Boroughs.
Councillor Paul Wingfield asked what would happen with residents with mobility issues. The
Executive Head of Environment Commissioning advised that the 1300 residents currently
receiving an assisted collection would be reviewed through the process.
Councillor Tony Shields raised concern at the lack of attempt to save the weekly collections,
and raised concerns with due diligence for the lot 2 contract.
The Executive Head of Environment Commissioning outlined the process for selecting the
preferred bidders, which followed strict procurement rules established in law. The Executive
Head of Environment Commissioning pointed out that the market had been asked to put
forward solutions, and all the solutions involved fortnightly residual waste collections and
weekly food waste and dry recycling collections. It was also pointed out in discussion that
Kingston, Croydon, Bromley and Bexley already offered this in South London, as did over
50% of councils nationwide.
Councillor Tony Shields asked what value would be handed over to the preferred bidder in
relation to vehicles.
The Executive Head of Environment Commissioning advised that the existing wheeled bins
would continue to be used plus the additional smaller bins required for food and dry recycling,
the costing of which was already included. The current vehicles will also be used, but are
coming to the end of their useful life, and split-body vehicles would be required for the new
services. The Local Authority would be providing the capital for this, which is included in the
costings provided.
Councillor Neil Garratt asked what would happen if the contractor experienced financial
difficulty, giving concern that LBS staff and vehicles would then be with the contractor.
The Executive Head of Environment Commissioning responded that in the unlikely event that
this happened, they must provide the council with a parent company guarantee to run the
service for a set period of time (usually 12 months) to give the council time to either bring the
service back in-house or to re-procure. All current staff would be TUPE’d over to help with the
continuity of providing the services. But the procurement process was set in train to find
suitable contractors with an evidenced record in each of the Lots, and this involved a number
of filtering procedures such as competitive dialogue (as outlined in the Committee report).
RESOLVED that the Environment and Neighbourhood Committee:
2.1

Agreed to award Preferred Bidder status to Veolia (ES) UK Limited for the provision
of the Lot 1 services (waste collection, street cleaning, winter maintenance and
vehicle procurement and maintenance) for a period of eight years with the option to
extend for two further periods of eight years (twenty four in total) to commence from
April 2017.

2.2

Agreed to award Preferred Bidder status to The Landscape Group Limited for the
provision of Lot 2 services (parks, grounds maintenance, cemeteries, verges and
tree maintenance) for a period of eight years with the option to extend for a two
further periods of eight years (twenty four in total) to commence from February
2017.

2.3

Agreed that Amey LG Limited is appointed as the Reserve Bidder for the Lot 1
services and Veolia (ES) UK Limited is appointed as the Reserve Bidder for the Lot 2
services.

6
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2.4

Agreed delegation to the Strategic Director of Environment, Housing and
Regeneration, based on the principles at 4.33 of this report and following fine tuning,
to agree the Inter Authority Agreement (IAA) and the arrangements relating to the
management of the contracts.

2.5

Noted the service changes detailed in paras 4.9 - 4.21.

2.6

Approved the charge for the Green Garden Waste service, as detailed at para 4.13
of this report, from April 2017.

2.7

Noted the requirement to advertise the Council’s intention to grant leases for those
LBS properties (which include open space) within scope as detailed at Appendix 9 of
this report.

2.8

Agreed that the Preferred Bidders are permitted to start consultation with staff and
union representatives, prior to contract award, about any proposed changes to
employment terms and conditions.

9.

ANY URGENT ITEMS BROUGHT FORWARD AT THE DIRECTION OF THE

CHAIR
There was no urgent business.

10.

DATE OF NEXT MEETING

The next meeting will be held on 15 September 2016 at 7.30pm at the Civic Offices.
Appendix to the Minutes

The meeting ended at 9.48 pm
Chair:
Date:
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Appendix A: Revised Summary of Targets
Target

Target Detail

T1 Modal Share T1.1 Increase cycling mode share

Updated Figures

Short Term Target
(2017)

Long Term Target
(2025)

1% 2009/10-2011/12 average

2% 2012/13-2014/15 average (Source:
Borough LIP performance indicators)

2.2%

4%

28% 2009/10-2011/12 average

28% 2012/13-2014/15 average (Source:
Borough LIP performance indicators)

29.6%

32%

T1.3 Increase public transport mode 16% 2009/10-2011/12 average
share

16% 2012/13-2014/15 average (Source:
Borough LIP performance indicators)

17.6%

20%

T2.1 Reduce KSIs

45 2010-2012 average casualties

34 2012-2014 average casualties
(Source: DfT Metadata)

35

18

T2.2 Reduce total casualties

449 2012-2014 average casualties
499 2009-2011 average casualties (Source: DfT Metadata)

429

401

T1.2 Increase walking mode share

T2 Road Traffic
Casualties

Baseline

T3 Limit increase in excess wait time 0.9 2011/12 average (minutes)

1.1 2014/15 (Source: Borough LIP
performance indicators)

0.8

0.8

T4 CO2
Emissions

T4 Reduce CO2 concentrations from 124 (kilo-tonnes) 2010
ground based transport in the
borough

115 (kilo-tonnes) 2013
(Source: Borough LIP performance
indicators)

100

80 (30% reduction)

T5 Air Quality

T5.1 Reduction in PM10 annual
mean concentrations and in annual
exceedences of daily mean across
all monitoring sites

2006 - 2009 Base: For details of
baseline see the Council's LIP (3
monitoring stations).

2013/2014: At Worcester Park the annual See Council's LIP for
details of short term
mean concentration was 26.2µg/m3
targets
whereas the target is 25µg/m3. At all
other monitoring stations the targets in
annual mean concentrations have been
achieved.

10% reduction in annual
mean concentrations
and 50% reduction in
annual exceedences
across all monitoring
sites (To be reviewed)

At all stations the targets in annual
exceedances of daily mean have been
achieved. More information is available
on: www.lovecleanair.org
T5.2 Reduction in NO2 annual mean 2006 - 2009 Base: For details of
concentrations and in annual
baseline see the Council's LIP (4
exceedences of daily mean across monitoring stations).
all monitoring sites

2013/2014: At Worcester Park the annual
mean concentration was 53.5µg/m3
whereas the target is 51µg/m3. At all
other monitoring stations met their targets
in annual mean concentrations have been
achieved.

T6 Children's
T6 Increase the percentage of
Travel to School children travelling to school by
sustainable transport

76% (2009)

79% (2014-15) (Source: One Planet
Sutton)

80%

85%

T7 Council Staff T7 Increase the percentage of
Travel
council staff travelling to work by
sustainable transport

42% (2011)

46.3% (2014-15) (Source: One Planet
Sutton)

52.5%

66%
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At all stations the targets in annual
exceedances of daily mean have been
achieved.

Note: The baseline figures for CO2 and Council Staff Travel have been reviewed.
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T3 Bus Service
Priority
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Local Implementation Plan (LIP) for the 2017/18 Budget
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Borough Wide
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An Open Council
A Green Council
A Fair Council
A Smart Council
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Date:

29 August 2016

1.

Summary

1.1

The Borough must submit an annual bid to Transport for London (TfL), identifying proposed
schemes and projects to be funded through the Local Implementation Plan in 2017/18. This
report provides feedback on the views from the Local Area committees, who considered the
report in the recent cycle of meetings, and includes the recommended list of schemes at
Appendix A.

1.2 The bid to TfL needs to be submitted in early October 2016, and the report highlights the
position of uncertainty concerning the amount of funding that the borough might receive through
the settlement. A further update is provided as officers have only recently received the guidance
notes that are usually available for the preparation of the borough’s submission, which indicates
that a bid should be submitted based on the likelihood that the settlement will be in accordance
with previous funding levels.
2.

Recommendations
The Environment and Neighbourhood Committee is recommended to:

2.1

Note the feedback from the Local Area Committees.
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2.2 Approve the list of schemes at Appendix A for inclusion in the borough’s submission to TfL for
LIP funding for 2017/18.
2.3

Agree to delegate authority to the Strategic Director of Environment, Housing and Regeneration
to approve additional schemes, should an increased allocation be received.

3.

Background

3.1

The Local Implementation Plan (LIP) is Sutton’s Transport Plan for the borough. As the
borough, along with the rest of London, awaits the new Mayor’s Transport Strategy and bid
guidance, it has worked on a 1 year programme to cover detailed transport proposals for the
2017/18 financial year. The LIP is Sutton’s contribution to the Mayor’s overall Transport Plan for
London, so officers will be working on a new 3 year programme from 2018/19 once TfL release
more information. TfL has suggested extending the last 3 year programme for an extra year.
Therefore, there are five main programmes and TfL have listed the key outputs/outcomes of the
programmes which should be achieved as follows:
Programme 1 – Maintenance:
structures and assessment.

Principal road renewal, bridge strengthening, highway

Programme 2 - Corridors, Neighbourhoods and Supporting Measures: Holistic schemes for
key ‘Corridors and Neighbourhoods’ that address issues relating to the smoothing of traffic flow,
bus reliability, safety, cycling (including cycle parking and cycle training), public realm, local area
improvements, including controlled parking zones, 20 mph zones, ‘Legible London’ signage,
walking, reduction of street clutter, electric charging points, travel plans, travel awareness
initiatives, freight and delivery issues.
Programme 3 – Local Transport Funding: TfL allocates £100,000 per borough for use on
Local Transport Projects of our choice and there is no need to identify schemes as part of the
submission for this funding. This has been allocated to Local Committees on a per capita basis
since it was introduced.
Programme 4 – Cycling Initiatives: TfL allocates funding for borough-wide cycling initiatives,
cycle training, cycle parking and a contribution to staff resources.
Programme 5 - Major Schemes:
improvements.

Including shared space projects and public realm

3.2

There is no preset allocation for maintenance and schemes in this category (programme 1) as
they are assessed by TfL on merit. Last year, TfL indicated that the borough should bid for at
least £200,000 for Principal Road Maintenance so this will be assumed for 2017/18 also.

3.3

There is no preset allocation for cycling initiatives in this category (programme 4). The borough
needs to bid for funding as the initiatives are promoted. The borough is currently working with
TfL on a Quietways cycle route between Morden and Sutton. It is expected to be a two year
programme, so if acceptable proposals can be identified and designed, these will be delivered
by the end of 2018.
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3.4

There is no preset allocation for major schemes in this category (programme 5). The Borough
has major scheme funding for Beddington Lane. 2017/18 is the second year of a 3 year
programme.

3.5

Using a needs-based formula, TfL allocated the Council £1.327m for Corridors, Neighbourhoods
and Supporting Measures (programme 2) for 2016/17. TfL guidance for the LIP submission for
2017/18 has directed that boroughs should continue to use the previous guidance papers
issued for 2016/17. Further advice has been given that boroughs should follow a ‘Business As
Usual’ approach to planning programmes for 2017/18, on the basis of current guidelines and
funding levels. However, there is a caveat that programmes should be prioritised in the event
that funding levels are reduced. The LIP reports presented to the Local Area committees have
suggested there may be a reduction in the region of 70% of last year’s allocation, based on
discussions held with TfL at the time of writing the report. Therefore, for the purpose of this
report officers have assumed the Council will receive an allocation in the region of £928,900
based on 70% of previous allocation. However, as can be seen from Appendix A, the schemes
included exceed this value and will be prioritised once the level of funding has been established.

3.6

Last year TfL allocated £100,000 per borough for use on Local Transport Projects of the
borough’s choice and there was no need to identify schemes as part of the submission for this
funding. This was allocated to Local Committees on a per capita basis. Officers recommend the
continued use of this allocation within the local committees.

3.7

TfL monitor the delivery of outcomes and progress against a set of strategic indicator targets.
The following are mandatory indicators: mode share, bus service reliability, asset condition,
road traffic casualties and carbon dioxide emissions. These indicators support the Mayor’s
current overall transport goals. TfL funding is provided to support local transport improvements
that accord with the Mayor’s Transport Strategy (MTS) goals (Greater London Authority Act
1999).

3.8

In order to achieve funding the Council must show how each scheme submitted will support the
MTS goals:
a) To support economic development and population growth.
b) Enhance the quality of life for all Londoners.
c) Improve safety and security.
d) Improve transport opportunities for all.
e) Reduce transport’s contribution to climate change and improve its resilience.
The desired outcomes associated with each of the goals are detailed in Appendix B

4.

Issues

4.1

All six of the Local Area committees have considered this report and the attached Appendix A.
The common issues raised at all the committees related to difficulties in prioritising schemes
when the level of funding expected was unknown. Feedback from the individual committees is
listed below, in the order of the Committees as they happened.
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4.2

Sutton Local meeting held on 7 June 2016:
●
●
●
●

4.3

A further discussion could be had outside the LIP with regards to 20mph zones.
This funding did not cover parking schemes.
There was no intention to locate ‘Boris Bikes’ in the outer boroughs.
The Quietways route was still under consideration and testing.

South Sutton Cheam and Belmont meeting held on 9 June 2016:
●

4.4
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There was a request from a councillor for funding to be found for the 20mph zones in
Grange Road and Worcester Road as listed

St Helier, The Wrythe and Wandle Valley meeting held on 7 July 2016:
●
●

The prioritisation of cycle schemes, particularly with regards to Camden Road, to which the
Officer responded that this was currently under investigation.
Whether certain priorities had been determined by consideration of accident data which
was confirmed by the Officer.

4.5

Beddington and Wallington meeting held on 28 June 2016:
● There was discussion on the night of the Committee meeting but any decisions were
deferred to allow a separate and specific meeting to take place.
● The meeting was held on 19 July and the feedback from that meeting has been
incorporated into Appendix A, and only impacted on schemes within the Beddington and
Wallington area.

4.6

Cheam North and Worcester Park meeting held on 14 July 2016:
● The list of schemes contained in Appendix A were considered and agreed, with the
addition of the 20mph scheme for Churchill Road.

4.7

Carshalton and Clockhouse:
● The planned agenda item for the LIP report was not heard as scheduled, as input was
delayed due to a by-election. A copy of the Appendix A information has been circulated to
all Carshalton and Clockhouse members for their consideration and feedback.

5.

Options Considered

5.1

The draft list of proposals for the LIP submission for 2017/18 has been produced (Appendix A),
by ‘rolling forward’ the current LIP programme, taking account of ongoing work, completed
schemes, the reserve list and new proposals. These are a list of recommendations, and as can
be seen from the above section the Local Area committees have considered, and in places
offered alternative suggestions, for schemes. Where alternate options have been proposed,
officers have reviewed these against the required LIP criteria prior to inclusion on the list at
Appendix A.

5.2

The Council’s LIP objectives are:
a) Ensure that the borough transport network supports the local economy and meets the
current and future needs of the borough.
b) Reduce the need to travel through effective spatial planning.
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c) Enhance transport accessibility and opportunity for all.
d) Improve the safety and security of all road users, particularly users of sustainable transport.
e) Reduce dependence on the private car and enable smarter travel choices, particularly by
improving and encouraging greater use of sustainable transport.
f) Reduce the harmful effects of transport on health and the environment and mitigating its
impact on climate
5.3

The reserve list (Appendix B) will be used to identify alternative schemes should others not
progress following consultation or for other reasons. It will also be used as a source of schemes
should additional funds become available. Members and residents have contributed to the
compilation of the reserve list, which is included in Appendix B.

6.

Impacts and Implications
Financial

6.1

The Council at this time will usually have received an indicative allocation for the next financial
year but because of the election of a new London Mayor, this has not been the case for 201718. The borough, along with the rest of London, are waiting for the new Mayor’s Transport and
Bid guidance and the Council therefore have worked on a 1 year programme for the 2017-18
LIP. The completion of the proposed schemes will depend on the 2017-18 allocation and may
need to be prioritised when the confirmation of allocation is received
Legal

6.2

Under Section 159 of the Greater London Authority Act 1999, TfL may give financial assistance
to any body or person in respect of expenditure incurred or to be incurred by that body or
person in doing anything which in the opinion of Transport for London is conducive to the
provision of safe, integrated, efficient and economic transport facilities or services to, from or
within Greater London. The financial assistance that may be given to any London authority
under this section includes in particular assistance in respect of any expenditure incurred or to
be incurred by the authority in discharging any function of a highway authority or traffic authority.

6.3

Any scheme or measures implemented by the Council, as Highway or Traffic Authority, would
be undertaken in accordance with the relevant legislation governing the procedures including,
where appropriate, consultation and the publication of the requisite notices etc.
Community

6.4

Residents and Councillors have been given the opportunity to contribute to the bid process.
Influence of the Council’s Core Values - One Planet Living

6.5

This report supports Sutton’s plan to be a ‘One Planet Borough’ – living within its fair share of
the Earth’s resources. The schemes proposed in the Appendix A will encourage more
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sustainable travel. For example, new cycle routes will supply the necessary infrastructure, whilst
other schemes will influence behaviour to support sustainable travel.

7.

Appendices and Background Documents
Appendix letter

Title

A

Scheme List

B

Reserve list

C

Mayor's Transport Strategy Outcomes

Background documents
TfL Spending Guidance for 2017/18 LIP submission
Project Mandates

Audit Trail
Version

Final

Date: 29 August 2016

Consultation with other officers
Finance

Yes

Oby Obweka

Legal

Yes

David Fellows

Integrated Impact Assessment
required?

No

No

Appendix A

Description

Statement of Need and Comments

Indicative
Funding
2017/18

Local
Committee

Brighton
Road/Cotswold
Road, Phase 2

Phase 1 feasibility study was undertaken
by Project Centre. The brief was to look
at the junction of Brighton Road /
Cotswold Road / Chiltern Road due to
possible changes to the area through the
development of the Cancer Hub and new
secondary school. The brief also
included looking at the surrounding area
to suggest possible infrastructure
improvements to encourage sustainable
modes of transport. Accidents – 2
accidents Brighton Road junction. 1
accident Downs Road junction.

One proposal being discussed by DC
is signalising the junction with
pedestrian facilities. There is also a
suggestion by DC to signalise the
Downs Road / Cotswold Road
junction. Other measures could be
improved pedestrian / cycle facilities
between Belmont station and the site.

£100,000

SSCB

Stafford
Road/Woodcote
Road, Phase 2

Safety Scheme (Feasibility 2016/17)

Feasibility work to be completed in
16/17.

£120,000

B&W

Kimpton
Industrial Estate

Kimpton Industrial Estate is an area of
commercial premises that has demands
on its road network for parking for its

£25,000

CNWP
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Scheme

Purpose of the Scheme to reduce
accidents – signalisation costs in the
region of £200,000+ and would spread
across two years.

Purpose of scheme to reduce
pedestrian accidents.
Agenda Item 5

Improving traffic movements on and
around the industrial estate. Measures

employees and customers and keeping
the traffic, including busses, flowing
through the area.

include widening at junctions &
parking restrictions.
Scheme purpose to improve the
reliability of bus services.
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Safer Routes to School
A large number of school children are
dropped off at the bus stop on Green
Wrythe Lane having to then cross this
road without the aid of a pedestrian
facility. At peak times this becomes
problematic due to the large number of
children crossing, which not only places
the pedestrians in danger but also slows
traffic.

Introduce a Crossing point near
Waltham Road to accommodate
Carshalton Boys Sports College to
increase cycling and walking mode
share.

£50,000

SHTWWV

Avenue Primary
School,

The footway that crosses the rail bridge
and joins the shopping parade is
restricted in width which creates issues
with pedestrians passing one another.
There is also a perception of vulnerability
due to the narrow footway and highway
layout.

To widen the footway and better
protect pedestrians.

£40,000

SSCB

Station Road

Scheme purpose to increase cycling
and walking mode share
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Green Wrythe
Lane

Appendix A

Harris Academy,
Denmark Road

A large number of pupils walk to school
and would like better crossing facilities
along Gander Green Lane

£50,000

SHTWWV

£50,000

CNWP

£60,000

SSCB

To introduce a pedestrian crossing or
investigate other proposals that may
remedy the situation

Scheme purpose to increase cycling
and walking mode share

To introduce a pedestrian crossing or
investigate other proposals that may
remedy the situation.
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Brookfield
Primary, Gander
Green Lane

At school arrival and leaving times the
road is congested with parents dropping
off/picking up pupils. This is compounded
by the presence of the Council car park
which is used by parents to park and
then walk their children into the school
grounds. The car park is on the opposite
side of the road to the school and
therefore a lot of pedestrians cross near
North Street junction. The result is a lot
of cars and pedestrians within the same
road space.

Scheme purpose to increase cycling
and walking mode share.

The junction has benefitted from a recent
scheme which has realigned the kerbing,
footway and pedestrian islands. However

To install a formal pedestrian crossing
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Sandy
Lane/Burden
Lane on route to

St Dunstan’s
School

this location could benefit further with the
introduction of a formalised pedestrian
crossing

Scheme purpose to increase cycling
and walking mode share
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Accident Reduction Schemes
Wrythe Lane

Introduce measures such as junction
treatments and speed reducing
measures to slow traffic and reduce
personal injury accidents.

£60,000

SHTWWV

£25,000 –
Signs, lines
and bollards

CNWP
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Between
Welbeck Rd &
Muschamp Road

Wrythe Lane between Welbeck Rd &
Muschamp Road have seen 12 accidents
in the last 3 years.

Scheme purpose to reduce accidents.
Cheam Common
Road Corridor
Between Lindsey
Road & and
Farm Way

Cheam Common Road, between Lindsey
Road and Farm Way has had 20
accidents in the last 3 years. Many of
these accidents occur at junctions. The
road has a 30mph speed limit with an
average carriageway width of 6.5m.

Introduce measures to reduce speeds,
highlight the presence of junctions and
improve visibility along this narrow
carriageway. Alternate scheme
involves entry treatments and would
cost £80,000.

Scheme purpose to reduce accidents

Appendix A
Foresters Drive
between Sandy
Lane South and
Mollison Drive

This section of highway has had 6
accidents in the last 3 years. The junction
with Sandy Lane South and Waterer Rise
has had minor improvements over the
years but complaints are still received
from road users. The road has a 30mph
speed limit with an average carriageway
width of 9m. There is currently a proposal
to introduce hatching along the length of
road as a speed reducing measure.

Introduce measures such as layout
improvements to the junction with
Sandy Lane South and improvements
to the junction with Mollison Drive.
Introduce a safer crossing point on
Mollison Drive between The Newlands
and Mollison Drive as this section has
an existing cycle route.

£40,000

B&W

Scheme purpose to reduce accidents.
This section of highway has seen 13
accidents within the last 3 years. The
road has a 30mph speed limit with an
average carriageway width of 9m. It is a
bus route and future tram route with a
pelican crossing near the parade of
shops

£40,000

SL

Scheme £20,000

SSCB,
C&C

Introduce measures to slow vehicles
and improve facilities for pedestrians
and cyclists, including ‘SLOW’
markings, VAS signs and widening
existing pedestrian refuges
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Rosehill between
Rosehill Park
West & Waverley
Ave

Scheme purpose to reduce accidents.
This junction has seen 2 accidents within
the last 3 years. Received a recent
request from a road user for
improvements to Woodmansterne Lane
as the road is too narrow to

Introduce measures to slow
approaches to the junction such as
reduced speed limit. VAS signing –
smiley face or junction/bend ahead,
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Woodmansterne
Lane j/w Little
Woodcote Lane

accommodate two-way traffic. The road
has a 40mph speed limit with an average
carriageway width of 7.3m

replace antiskid, edge of carriageway
markings and refresh road markings.

Scheme purpose to reduce accidents.

Antiskid £10,000
Speed limit
change £10,000
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Cycling Schemes
Bridge Road,
Wallington

The local cycling groups would like to
have a better junction with Ross
Parade. The road layout including
yellow lines needs improving as there
is a give-way at Ross Parade that is
not obeyed because the bridge arm
looks as though it is closed off but
there should be priority for cyclists.

Change
Road
Markings £5,000

B&W
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Bridge Road is closed to traffic by rows
of bollards at each end. Vehicular access
is still required for maintenance of the
street lighting and bridge. It is a
pedestrian and cycle route with footway
joining each end.

Scheme purpose to increase cycling
mode share.
Sutton Common

This scheme has been requested by the
Friends of Sutton Common. They
supports the NCN208 route to the North
of their park and have now suggested a

To install a new 2.5m tarmac path to
be shared with pedestrians and
cyclists approximately 240m long

£50,000

CNWP

Appendix A

Nonsuch Park

Scheme purpose to increase cycling
mode share.

Cllr Burstow would like to see a tarmac
path from the car park behind Nonsuch
Girls school toward the A24. This is all
out of the borough and will not be funded
by TfL. There is another possible path
that could be provided from the access
point at Netley Close northwards toward
the A24 however this is a very wet low
laying area

There are some shared use paths in
Nonsuch Park already but the majority
of the park is in Surrey / Epsom and
Ewell borough area.

Provide a 3m wide tarmac path 220m
long for shared use between pedestrians
and cyclists between the end of the
tarmac o/s Green Lane School and the
turning area o/s Green Lane riding
stables

Green Lane is a Byway Open to All
Traffic that is on the definitive map and
statement but is closed to vehicles
north of Green Lane Primary. The path
is unmade and wide but narrowed by
vegetation. It is used regularly by
horses so the surface is churned up.
The status of the ownership of the
land is unknown or Thames Water.

SSCB

Scheme purpose to increase cycling
mode share.
CNWP
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Scheme purpose to increase cycling
mode share

£100,000
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Green Lane

link to the pavilion at Sutton Common
Road

Roundshaw
Downs
Greenways

New 1km long 2.5m wide shared use
path from Overhill Road to Wilsons
School
&
750m new path between Overhill Road
and Imperial Way
&
Lancastrian Road to Imperial Way
Allow cycling on the footway of A232
Croydon Road between Bute Road and
Beddington Park entrance using existing
wide traffic island to cross the road – TfL
road

Bute Road - already traffic calmed with
flat topped humps from Croydon Road to
Montagu Gardens propose slowing
measures between Montagu Gardens
and Clifton Road and consider 20mph
zone

£45,000

B&W

£70,000

B&W

Scheme purpose to increase cycling
mode share
There is a network of residential roads
running parallel to the east of
Woodcote Road and Manor Road that
could be used to establish a north /
south Wallington cycle route. The
route is supported by the ward
councillors. The route is Bute Road /
Belmont Road / Bridge Road /
Clarendon Road / Onslow Gardens.
There is an existing east / west route
at Blenheim Gardens so route could
end here.
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Wallington
North/South
Cycle Route

The Council owns Roundshaw Downs
which is a large area of open space
running parallel with Mollison Drive
which has the potential for an off road
greenways route linking to Croydon
and Wallington.
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Appendix A
Scheme purpose to increase cycling
mode share

Camden Road (approx. 1200m long) is
currently a one-way street for vehicles
and cyclists. Direction of traffic flows from
North Street to West Street. Hollymead is
a private and dead-end road off Camden
Road. Currently, cyclist and motorist
aren’t permitted to come into Camden
Road from West Street. Vehicles park on
both sides of Camden Road, except
where there are build-outs and in front of
the school

Introduce new traffic island at junction
of Camden Road and West Street to
enable contra-flow for cyclists coming
into Camden Road from West Street.
Introduce road markings/ghost island
to prepare cyclists to turn right from
West Street into Camden Road. The
proposal will allow two-way cycling in
Camden Road; therefore amend
existing traffic order to permit this for
the length of the road. New signs will
be required

£40,000

SHTWWV

Middleton Road

Re-paint advisory lanes and make more
visible on existing section only.

Existing situation – This scheme is on
the reserved list. The NCN 20 and
Wandle Trail crosses Middleton Road
near Budge Lane on a Toucan
crossing. The route then was along
Middleton Road in to Peterborough
Road and Bishopsford Road but the
route through Poulter Park was
established in 2015 therefore

£50,000

SHTWWV

Continue advisory cycle lanes to
Middleton Circle – will include removing 2
traffic island and replacing with zebras
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Camden Road
contra-flow
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Further option to added to reserve list is
to widen the road to provide kerb
separated mandatory cycle lanes
between Budge Lane and Middleton
Circle

Middleton Road is now not part of
NCN20.
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Scheme purpose to increase cycling
mode share

20mph Zone Schemes
Area Boundary Cheam Common Road,
Central Road, Dalmeny Road,
Sandringham Road and Lynwood Drive

Part of the Boundary (Cheam
Common Road is classified as an A
road and may not be appropriate for a
20mph limit. Other roads within the
study area are traffic calmed or heavily
parked and therefore suitable.

£40,000

CNWP

£50,000

SSCB
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Cheam Common
Junior School
Area

Scheme purpose to increase walking
and cycling mode share
St Dunstans
School Area

Streets would include Anne Boleyn’s
Walk, Queens Acre and Jubilee Road

The area as a whole is narrow and
heavily parked although some parts
may require additional traffic calming
measures to keep speeds to 20mph. A
20mph zone would complement the
existing raised uncontrolled crossing

Appendix A
point at the entrance to St Dunstan’s
School

Scheme purpose to increase walking
and cycling mode share
Stanley Park
High School

A 20mph zone is proposed for the road
network surrounding Stanley Park High
School to encourage cycling and walking
and create a safer environment for all
road users.

Roads within the study area are traffic
calmed or heavily parked with speeds
presumably already slow and
therefore suitable for a 20mph Zone.

CC

£60,000

B&W

Scheme purpose to increase walking
and cycling mode share.
Butter
Hill/Leachcroft
and Caledon
Roads

The area as a whole is narrow and
heavily parked although some parts
may require additional traffic calming
measures to keep speeds to 20mph
despite pinch points at either end of
Butter Hill

Scheme purpose to increase walking
and cycling mode share
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A 20mph zone is proposed for the road
network including Butter Hill, Leachcroft
Road and Caledon Road. It is
recommended that the zone also
incorporate Victoria Avenue, Lyndon
Avenue, Curran Avenue, St Mary Avenue
and Burleigh Avenue to create an
effective zone. An assessment of
modifications required to ensure the area
is compliant with a 20mph limit and
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£20,000

implementation of interventions to
achieve this.
Grange
Road/Worcester
Road

A 20mph zone is proposed for the road
network surrounding Grange Road and
Worcester Road to encourage walking
and cycling and establish a safer road
network for all users

The area as a whole is narrow and
heavily parked although some parts
may require additional traffic calming
measures to keep speeds to 20mph. A
number of roads connect Grange
Road with Worcester Road which
would need to be included within the
study are.

£40,000

SSCB
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Scheme purpose to increase walking
and cycling mode share.
Churchill Road
area

20mph scheme is proposed for this
section of road, and review the
surrounding roads

The road has traffic calming features
in place, and is used as a cut through
to avoid busy routes. There is heavy
bus usage on the road and a speed
reducing scheme is welcomed.

£20,000

CNWP

To investigate areas/routes with excess
bus waiting times to develop remedial
measures

Encourage more journeys by public
transport and to increase public
transport mode share.

£7,500

Borough
wide

Bus Measures
Bus Priority
Measures
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Appendix A
Accessibility
Programme

To investigate Bus infrastructure to
identify potential upgrades to ensure the
Equalities Act is complied to

Encourage more journeys by public
transport and to increase public
transport mode share.

£7,500

Borough
Wide

Local Area
Accessibility

Improvements to informal crossing point
in busy pedestrian areas and in the
vicinity to schools

To encourage sustainable travel and
increase walking mode share.

£10,000

Borough
Wide

Public Rights of
Way

To investigate the Public Right of Way
network to identify improvements to
ensure the Equalities Act is complied to

To encourage sustainable travel and
increase walking mode share.

£10,000

Borough
Wide

Walking Measures

Monitoring

Monitoring of previously implemented
schemes

To investigate accident records,
usage, mode share etc.

£30,000

Borough
Wide

Investigations

To investigate future projects in line with
the Sustainable Transport Strategy &
Cycling Delivery Strategy

Schemes investigated will be brought
to the future LIP submissions

£30,000

Borough
Wide

For education of cycling across the
borough

To encourage Cycling and increasing
mode share for sustainable travel
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Future Investigation and Monitoring

Cycle Training
Cycle Training

£91,900
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Borough
Wide

Road Safety Education
Road Safety
Training

Education across the borough for
Kerbcraft Training, Theatre in Education,
Green Cross Code, Young Driver
Training and P2W Training

Scheme purpose to increase
sustainable travel mode share

£7,000

Borough
Wide
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Workplace Travel Plan Initiatives
Review of Travel Plans, monitoring,
promotion of initiatives and the
implementation of small measures

To encourage sustainable travel and
increase sustainable travel mode
share

£11,000

Borough
Wide

Business
Engagement
Events

Business Engagement Events including
Dr Bike, Cycle confidence training
promotion, travel advisors, Smart Water
and incentives

To encourage sustainable travel and
increase sustainable travel mode
share

£11,000

Borough
Wide

Marketing and events to encourage new
cyclists

To encourage Cycling and increasing
mode share for sustainable travel

£3,000

Borough
Wide

Cycling Promotion
Cycle Promotion
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Support to
businesses
within the
borough

Appendix A
Sustainable Transport Promotion
Publicity

Marketing materials to promote
sustainable travel. Personal travel packs
to encourage use of smarter modes

To encourage sustainable travel and
increase sustainable travel mode
share

£6,000

Borough
Wide

Road Shows

To attend existing events in the borough
such as the Environmental Fair and other
school community events

To encourage sustainable travel and
increase sustainable travel mode
share

£6,000

Borough
Wide

To encourage sustainable travel and
increase sustainable travel mode
share

£33,000

Borough
Wide

Sub total

£1,424,000

School Travel Plans
Review School Travel Plans, seminars,
STARS training, school grants etc.
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School Travel
Plan Reviews
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Appendix B
Summary of Schemes for funding by TfL in 2017/18 and Reserve List
London Borough of Sutton
Local Implementation Plan
Initial allocation:
£**00,000 Principal Road Maintenance
£928,900 Corridors, Neighbourhoods and Supporting Measures;
£100,000 Local Transport Funding

Programme 1 - Maintenance
Statement of Need
To maintain the integrity of the
road network
To maintain the integrity of the
road network

£38,000

B&W

To maintain the integrity of the
road network

£50,000

CNWP

To maintain the integrity of the
road network

£100,000

C&C

To maintain the integrity of the
culvert

£70,000

B&W
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Description
A217 Bishopsford Road, Middleton
Road to Borough Boundary near Green
Wrythe Lane. Resurfacing.
Principal Road
A237 Woodcote Road between
Maintenance.
Brambledown Road and Woodcote
Avenue. Resurfacing.
Principal Road
A2043 Central Road, between
Maintenance.
Longfellow Road and Green Lane.
Resurfacing.
Principal Road
A2022 Woodmansterne Lane, between
Maintenance.
Woodmansterne Road and
Woodmansterne Lane. Resurfacing.
Therapia Lane Culvert New pedestrian safety barriers.
Design & implementation.

Local
Committee
SHTWWV
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Scheme
Principal Road
Maintenance.

Indicative
Funding
Required
2017/18
£60,000

To maintain the integrity of the
bridge structure.
Legal requirement.

£10,000

B&W

Plough Lane
Footbridge
Station Road, Belmont
Embankment
Homeland Drive
(Belmont Hospital)
Road Bridge.

Repair, maintenance and painting to
footbridge over railway.
Implementation

To maintain the integrity of the
footbridge structure
To maintain the integrity of the
embankment
To maintain the integrity of the
bridge structure

£65,000

B&W

£200,000

SSCB

£35,000

SSCB

To maintain the integrity of the
retaining wall

£10,000

CNWP

To maintain the integrity of the
bridge structure
To maintain the integrity of the
culvert
To maintain the integrity of the
subway

£28,000

CNWP

£20,000

SHTWWV

£30,000

SSCB

Central Road
Retaining Wall
Pembury Avenue
Road Bridge
London Road/Mill
Green Road Culvert
St.Nicholas Way/Civic
Offices Pedestrian
Subway.

Expansion joint & movement. Joint
Replacement.
Maintenance works to road bridge over
railway.
Replace existing pedestrian safety
barriers.
Design.
Replace substandard safety barriers.
Repair culvert at the joint of brick and
concrete. Implementation.
Concrete repairs and waterproofing to
subway deck.
Sub Total

Reserve Maintenance Scheme
Principal Road
Investigations in progress – final list to
Maintenance.
follow in due course

£536,000

To maintain the integrity of the
road network
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Improved advance warning height
restriction signs.
Implementation.
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Woodcote Road
Railway Bridge

Programme 2 – Corridors Neighbourhoods and Supporting Measures
Indicative
Funding
Required
2017/178
£100,000

Local
Committee
SSCB

Description
Safety scheme (feasibility 2016/17)

Statement of Need
Safety - To reduce accidents – LIP
target

Safety Scheme (feasibility 2016/17)

Safety - To reduce pedestrian
casualties – LIP target

£50,000

B&W

Kimpton Industrial
Estate

Economic - Improve traffic movements on
the estate. Measures such as minor
widening at junctions.

Reliability of bus service – Borough
transport objective – local transport
network support the local economy

£25,000

CNWP

Beddington Industrial
Area.

Economic - Beddington Lane
Improvements. Progress land acquisition
improve carriageway drainage, footways
etc.

To improve facilities for residents
and businesses - Borough
transport objective – local transport
network support the local economy

Safer Route to school
schemes – prioritise
from -

1. Sandy Lane / Burden Lane on
route to St. Dunstan’ s school
(Reserve list and STP)
2. Green Wrythe Lane crossing near
Waltham Road for Carshalton
Boys Sports College (petition)
3. Brookfield Primary – crossing
Gander Green Lane at Henley
Avenue, Sutton Common Road

(Was
£150,000)
No funding
this year as
major
scheme
funding
available
£70,000

SSCB

Safety / sustainable - Increase
cycling and walking mode share –
LIP target
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Scheme
Brighton
Road/Cotswold Road
Phase 2
Stafford
Road/Woodcote Road
Phase 2

SHTWWV

CNWP
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Each scheme will cost between
£20 – 100K depending on the
measures needed

Safety / sustainable - Increase
cycling and walking mode share –
LIP target

£100,000

Each scheme will cost between
£20 – 100K depending on the
speed reducing measures needed

CNWP

SSCB
C&C
B&W

B&W
SSCB
Safety - To reduce accidents – LIP
target
Each scheme will cost between
£20 – 100K depending on the
measures needed

£170,000

Sutton
Local

SHTWWV

B&W
SSCB
CNWP
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Accident reduction
schemes – prioritise
from -

SHTWWV
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20mph zone schemes
– prioritise from -

(STP)
4. Harris Academy – need zebra
crossing Denmark Road, Denmark
Road j/w North Street footway too
narrow (STP)
1. Cheam Common Junior school
area – Cheam Common Rd /
Central Road / Dalmeny Road /
Sandringham Road / Lynwood
Drive (£20-40k)
2. St. Dunstans school area – Ann
Boleyns Walk (on reserve list)
3. Stanley Park High School area –
Orchard Hill (on reserve List)
4. Montague Gardens Wallington
area – review traffic calming and
consider 20mph (on reserve list)
5. Elgin Road area (on reserve list)
6. Grange Road / Worcester Road –
drawn up July 15 (on reserve list)
1. Rosehill between Rosehill Park
West and Waverley Avenue Sutton
2. Wrythe Lane corridor scheme
between Welbeck Road and
Muschamp Road St.H
Or Wrythe Lane corridor scheme
between Brookfield Ave and West
Street to include measres o/s
Carshalton High School for Girls
(STP)St.H
Or Middleton Road St.H
3. Foresters Drive between Sandy
Lane South and Mollison Drive (on
reserve list) B&W
4. See above Brighton Road SS
5. Cheam Common Road corridor

6.
Cycle schemes –
prioritise from -

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

9.
Bus measures

Walking measures

Sustainable - Increase cycling and
walking mode share – LIP target

£150,000

B&W
SSCB
CNWP
SHTWWV

Each scheme will cost between
£20 – 100K depending on the
measures needed

CNWP
B&W
B&W

SHTWWV
All
Sustainable - To encourage more
journeys by bus - Increase public
transport mode share – LIP target

£15,000

All

Sustainable - increase walking
mode share – LIP target

£20,000

All
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1. Bus Priority Measures - Investigate
Excess Wait Time data and
establish locations where buses
are delayed and develop remedial
measures.
2. Progress Accessibility programme
to comply with the Equality Act.
1. Local Area Accessibility Improvements to informal
crossings in busy pedestrian areas
and in the vicinity of schools.
2. Public Rights of Way Improvements to the walking
network

C&C
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8.

scheme between Lindsay Road
and Farm Way Safety scheme WP
Woodmansterne Lane j/w Little
Woodcote Lane C&C
Bridge Road Wallington (WA)
(reserve list)
Nonsuch Park (reserve list)
Sutton Common Park (parks)
Middleton Road review cycle lanes
(reserve list)
Green Lane bridle path upgrade
(reserve list)
Link Lane Wallington contra flow
(WA)
Greenway link on Roundshaw
Downs – Overhill Road route and
Plough Lane route (WA)
Camden Road Carshalton –
contraflow (WA)
Cycle Parking

Cycle Training
Road Safety Education

Workplace Travel Plan
Initiatives

Sustainable Transport
Promotion

Education - Kerbcraft Training, Theatre in
Education, Green Cross Code, Young
Driver Training, P2W Training.
1. Continuing to support the business
travel networks in Sutton, Cheam,
Wallington including the review of
travel plans, monitoring, promotion of
initiatives and the implementation of
small measures (e.g. installation of
cycle stands).
2. Business Engagement Events
Includes Dr bike, cycle confidence
training promotion, travel advisors,
Smart Water, and incentives etc

Promotion - Marketing and events to
encourage new cyclists.
1. Publicity - Marketing materials to
promote sustainable travel.
Personal travel packs to
encourage use of smarter modes.
2. Road Shows to attend existing
events in the borough such as the
Environmental Fair and other
school and community events.

To compare effectiveness of
schemes and investigate new ones

£60,000

All

To encourage more people to
cycle
To improve road safety

£91,900

All

£7,000

All

To encourage sustainable travel

£22,000

All

£3,000

All

£12,000

All
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Cycling Promotion

1. Monitoring of previously
implemented schemes. Accident
records, usage, mode change etc.
2. Investigate projects in line with the
Sustainable Transport Strategy &
Cycling Delivery Strategy.
Sustainable / educational Boroughwide

Agenda Item 5

Future Investigation
and Monitoring

To encourage new cyclists
To promote sustainable travel

School Travel Plan
(STP) Reviews,
rewrites and promotion

1. Review STPs - seminars, STARS
Training, school grants etc
2. Promotion of STPs - press, photos,
promotional items and campaigns
to reduce car use to school

Education -To promote sustainable
travel

£33,000

All

£928,900
Sub Total

Programme 3 – Local Transport Funding
Transport Scheme

Split between local committees
Sub Total

£100,000

All

£100,000
£
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To promote local choice
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Climate Change

Smarter Travel Choices

Safety and Security

Practical to
Implement/Comments

 Agreed at committee
23/2/12


Reserve List The Broadway
Cheam
Reserve List Anne Boleyn's
Walk, Cheam

Convert Pelican to
Toucan
20 mph zone requested
by Committee
(min.126/09 12/2/09)

£10,000

SSCB

£60,000

SSCB

Reserve List Cumnor Rd /
Rutherford Close
area Home zone
Reserve List Belmont Park

Feasibility study needed
for Home Zone / Play
street
New section of path for
cycle route
Improving access

£10,000

SSCB

   

   Suggested at committee
consultation 23/5/13

£20,000

SSCB

    

 

£100,000

SSCB

  

 

Improving access

£100,000

SSCB

  

 

£80,000

SSCB

    



£6,000

SSCB

     



Reserve List Belmont Station
Accessibility
scheme
Reserve List Cheam Station
Accessibility
Scheme
Reserve List Brighton Road /
Cotswold Road
Reserve List Manor
Road/Burdon
Lane Cheam

Road safety scheme to
improve junction
Pedestrian refuge island



   Suggested at committee
consultation 23/5/13
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Opportunities for All

Borough
Objectives
Reducing the need to travel
through effective planning

Econ. Devt. & Pop. Growth

Corridors, Neighbourhoods and Supporting Measures.

MTS
Goals
Econ. Devt. & Pop. Growth

Local
Committee

Climate Change

Approx.
Costs

Opportunities for All

Description

Safety and Security

Scheme

Quality of Life

Programme
Area

Agenda Item 5

Reserve Corridor, Neighbourhood and Supporting Measures Schemes

Reserve List Nonsuch Park

Cycling Facilities. Note:
TfL will only fund routes
that start off in LB Sutton
Investigation/Feasibility &
Implementation of a
junction improvement
scheme

     



  Suggested by Councillor
Burstow May 15.

£15,000

B&W





Investigation/Feasibility
for a scheme to slow the
traffic and improve
pedestrian and cycle
facilities
Reserve List Montagu Gardens Review existing traffic
area
calmed area

£80,000

B&W





£20,000

B&W





Reserve List Plough Lane

£30,000

B&W



Reserve List

£100k??

B&W

    



 A feasibility study will be
required. Major works are
likely.

£30,000

B&W

 

 



 Suggested at committee
consultation 25/6/13

£20,000

B&W

  

 



£100,000

B&W
SHTWWV

Reserve List Sandy Lane
South/Waterer
Rise

Reserve List Foresters Drive

Reserve List
Reserve List
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Reserve List

   Suggested by Councillor
Melican 8/4/15
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Measures to slow
speeds, parking controls
near j/w Stafford Road.
Cut back vegetation near
junctions.
Stafford
Improved pedestrian
Road/Sandy Lane facilities.
South & North
Junction.
Bridge Road
Improvements to
Wallington
pedestrain and cycle
facilities
Elgin Road,
Scheme to regulate
Wallington
traffic in Elgin Road
London Road
Further highway
Corridor,
measures to London
Hackbridge
Road between
Wallington Green and
Beddington Corner.
Footway widening, cycle
lanes, traffic calming,
pedestrian crossing

This junction was looked
at before, but underground
services restricted what
could be done without
considerable expense.
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points.
junction improvement
(lead by LB Merton)

£50,000 SHTWWV

    



   

Reserve List Middleton Road

Review cycle lanes

£20,000 SHTWWV

    



Reserve List London Road,
Hackbridge
Reserve List Oakhill Road

20 mph zone.

£20,000 SHTWWV

  Suggested at committee
consultation 20/6/13


New zebra crossing o/s
Granfers Hall
Convert to Cul-de-Sac

£30,000

SSCB

 

 



£15,000

SSCB

 

 



 Agreed by Cllrs but loss of
parking an issue
 

Reserve List Green Lane

CNWP

     



   Land issues to be checked

Reserve List

Green Lane Primary to
£70,000
Borough boundary
Footway/Cycleway
Church Hill Road Measures to slow traffic
£50,000
and improve junctions
with Malden Rd and
Senhouse Rd
Wordsworth Drive Additional road hump
£15,000
required/road markings
Cheam Common Improvements including
£100,000
Road corridor
road safety measures
scheme
20 mph zones
Outside Cheam Common
£60,000
around schools
Junior School. (Including
traffic calming)
20 mph limit
Note: Probably needs to
£20k-£50k
Church Hill Road include side roads and
put in as a zone.
Street Lighting in Maintenance issues to be £25k- £35k
Buckland Way
overcome and an
Recreation
easement for electricity
Ground.
supply may be needed.
Bus stop
Consider countdown
£8,500
countdown
facilities at every bus
per location.
stop

CNWP

 

 



   Suggested at committee
consultation 4/6/13

CNWP

  





 

CNWP

   



CNWP

    



   Suggested by Councillor
Bourne May 15.

CNWP

    



   Suggested by Councillor
Bourne May 15.

CNWP

    



  Suggested by Councillor
Broadbent May15.



  

Reserve List Morland Road

Reserve List
Reserve List

Reserve List

Reserve List

Reserve List

Reserve List

All



  



Road humps already in
place.
 

A bus shelter will be
required
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Reserve List Goat Road /
London Road

Reserve List Bridge Height
Signs
Reserve List New travel plan
networks

Update bridge height
signs Boroughwide
Set up new networks in
Hackbridge, Worcester
Park and Beddington
Lane
Reserve List Bike Week
A week of activities and
promotion in June
encouraging people to
cycle.
Reserve List European Mobility A week of activities and
Week
promotion in September
encouraging people to
use sustainable transport
Twice a year promotion
of walking over a
week/month
Reserve List On Street Electric Requires Traffic
Charging Points Management Orders.

All

   



  

£30,000

All



  

 

£5,000

All



 





£4,400

All



 





£4,000

All



 





£TBC

All
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Reserve List Walk to School
Week

£50,000
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Agenda Item 5
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APPENDIX C
Mayor's
Transport
Strategy GOAL

Mayor's Transport Strategy Outcomes
O1 - Balancing capacity and demand for travel through increasing public
transport capacity and / or reducing the need to travel
O2 - Improving people's access to jobs
O3 - Improving access to commercial markets for freight movement &
business travel, supporting the need for business to grow

Support
Economic
development and
growth

O4 - Smoothing traffic flow
O5 - Improving public transport reliability
O6 - Reducing operating costs
O7 - Bringing and maintaining all assets to a state of good repair
O8 - Enhancing the use of the Thames for people and goods
O9 - Improving public transport customer satisfaction
O10 - Improving road user satisfaction (driver, pedestrians, cyclists etc)
O11 - Reducing public transport crowding

Enhance the
quality of life for
Londoners

O12 - Enhancing streetscapes, improving perception of the urban realm and
developing the better streets initiative
O13 - Protecting and enhancing the natural environment
O14 - Reducing air pollutant emissions from ground-based transport,
contributing to EU air quality targets
O15 - Improving perceptions and reducing the impact of noise
O16 - Facilitating an increase in walking and cycling

Improve the
safety and
security of all
Londoners

O17 - Reducing crime rates
O18 - Reducing the number of road traffic casualties
O19 - Reducing casualties on public transport networks
O20 - Improving the physical accessibility of public transport networks

Agenda Item 5

Improve transport
opportunities for
all Londoners
Reduce
transports
contribution to
climate change
and improve its
resilience
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O21 - Improving access to services
O22 - Supporting the wider regeneration

O23 - Reducing CO2 emissions from ground-based transport

O24 - Maintaining the reliability of transport networks

Borough Transport Objectives
1. Ensure that the borough transport network supports the local economy and meets the current
and future needs of the borough.
2. Reduce the need to travel through effective spatial planning.
3. Enhance transport accessibility and opportunity for all.
4. Improve the safety and security of all road users, particularly users of sustainable transport.
5. Reduce dependence on the private car and enable smarter travel choices, particularly by
improving and encouraging greater use of sustainable transport.
6. Reduce the harmful effects of transport on health and the environment and mitigating its
impact on climate
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Report to:
Report title:
Report from:
Ward/Areas affected:

Environment and Neighbourhood
Date: 15 September 2016
Committee
Release of Capital Funding for Planned Highways Maintenance in
2016/2017
Mary Morrissey, Strategic Director, Environment Housing and
Regeneration
Borough Wide

Chair of Committee/Lead
Member:
Author(s)/Contact
Number(s):
Corporate Plan Priorities:

Councillor Jill Whitehead

Open/Exempt:

Open

Signed:
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Gary Mersh, Senior Professional Engineer, Highways  020 8770 6415
●

A Green Council

Date:

29 August 2016

1.

Summary

1.1

The Council has a statutory duty under S41 of the Highways Act 1980 to maintain the highway
in a safe condition for all users. The Planned Highway Maintenance Works Programme is drawn
up to address the more important maintenance requirements of roads in the Borough and the
prioritisation process is designed to deliver our duty of care under section 41 of the 1980
Highways Act and provide Best Value in the use of public funds.

2.

Recommendations
The Environment and Neighbourhoods Committee is recommended to:

2.1

Approve the capital expenditure for the 2016/17 financial year ‘Planned Highway and Pavement
Maintenance Programme’ as outlined in the attached 201216 Capital Programme.

3.

Background

3.1

A provisional planned highway maintenance programme is drawn up each year from: highways
Inspectors’ reports, road condition survey(s), perceived need and the amount of capital
available; this is pulled together into a coherant list by the Planned Maintenance Engineer.

3.2

All roads on the provisional planned maintenance list are then prioritised using an agreed
weighting assessment, which takes account of the overall condition, usage, location and
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feedback on condition from Councillors and members of the public. Within this criterion,
principal roads, bus routes and cycleways receive a higher priority, as do footways in shopping
areas and those close to hospitals, schools and care homes.
3.3

Due to capital funding levels there is rarely enough money to meet the needs of the borough 
hence the need to prioritise based upon need. This leads to a backlog of roads requiring
attention.

3.4

The provisional list of roads is sent to all public utilities for consultation as required under the
New Roads and Street Works Act (NRSWA) 1991, this allows the utilities to give notice of their
future planned works and provides an opportunity for schemes to be programmed to minimise
the level of delay to the wider community.

3.5

Residents and transport providers are informed of pending works through an advance letter
drop in the weeks leading up to planned maintenance taking place. The term contractor also
affixes notices to lamp columns in the days preceding the works and bus operators advise
passengers of any diversions required.

4.

Issues

4.1

Local authorities are now required by HM Treasury to value their transport assets in line with
CIPFA’s Transport Infrastructure Code and report this annually; the Depreciated Replacement
Cost (DRC) of Sutton’s highway assets was reported as £725 million in 2012/2013.

5.

Options Considered

5.1

A variety of planned maintenance methods are used to carry out the works dictated by existing
condition and underlying construction materials ranging from full reconstruction (most expensive
option) to surface overlays (cheapest option). The option chosen is designed to give the
greatest longevity to the road at the least expense.

6.

Impacts and Implications
Financial

6.1

The capital estimates for planned maintenance in 2016/2017 are:
Highways

6.2

Pavements

Total

£’000

£’000

£’000

700

500

1,200

Agreement is needed by the Environment and Neighbourhood Committee to incur capital
expenditure for the Planned Highway and Pavement Maintenance Programme so that the
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schedule of works identified under Appendices A and B can be undertaken during 2016/17
financial year.
Legal
6.3

The Council, as the Highway Authority for highways maintainable at the public expense within
its administrative area, has a duty under Section 41 of the Highways Act 1980 (the 1980 Act) to
maintain the highway (“the Duty”) . The Duty has been interpreted by the courts as requiring the
highway to be maintained in such a state of repair that it is reasonably passable for the ordinary
traffic of the neighbourhood without danger caused by its physical condition.

6.4

Any claim brought against the Highway Authority alleging damage resulting from a breach of the
Duty is subject to the statutory defence in Section 58 of the 1980. This provides that it is a
defence to prove that the Authority had taken such care as in all the circumstances was
reasonably required to secure that the relevant the part of the highway was not dangerous for
traffic. In considering the defence the court is required to have regard to the following
matters:—
(a) the character of the highway, and the traffic reasonably to be expected to use it;
(b) the standard of maintenance appropriate for a highway of that character and used by such
traffic;
(c) the state of repair in which a reasonable person would have expected to find the highway;
(d) whether the highway authority knew, or could reasonably have been expected to know,
that the condition of the relevant highway was likely to cause danger to users of it;
(e) where the highway authority could not reasonably have been expected to repair the
relevant highway incident causing the damage, what warning notices of its condition had been
displayed.

6.5

By undertaking a programme of maintenance work, prioritised in accordance with the criterion
set out above and having regard to Sections 41 and 58 of the 1980 Act, the Authority seeks to
perform its statutory duty, minimising ongoing reactive maintenance costs, and preventing
damage to road users and the consequential potential liability.
Community (including safety, localism, public health)

6.6

The current policy for undertaking planned highway works improves safety and takes into
consideration the need to improve facilities for disabled people, pedestrians, cyclists and public
transport users.
Risk

6.7

The failure to fulfil our statutory duty as the Highway Authority would have legal and financial
implications and be potentially harmful to the reputation of the Council.
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7.

Appendices and Background Documents
Appendix letter

Title

A

List of carriageways to be resurfaced and Investigated / Design in
2016/17

B

List of footways to be reconstructed in 2016/17

Background documents
None

Audit Trail
Version

Final

Date: 29 August 2016

Consultation with other officers
Finance

Yes

Tony Cooke

Legal

Yes

David Fellowes

Integrated Impact Assessment
required?

No

N/A
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Appendix A
Page 1 of 2

Planned Highways Maintenance
List of carriageways to be resurfaced and Investigated / Design in
2016/17
Roads to be Resurfaced
Road

Length

Ward

REVESBY ROAD
FROM GREEN WRYTHE LANE TO PETERBOROUGH
ROAD

GLASTONBURY ROAD
FROM REIGATE AVENUE TO LOVE LANE

366m

Wandle Valley

499m

St. Helier

CHURCH HILL ROAD

N/A

J/O HILBERT ROAD AND HAYES CRESCENT

Cheam

LINDORES ROAD
FROM STAVORDALE ROAD TO ROBERTSBRIDGE
ROAD

MOLLISON DRIVE
FROM ROE WAY TO STAFFORD ROAD

BEDDINGTON LANE
FROM GUY ROAD TO HARVEST HOME

116m

St. Helier

508m

Beddington South

193m

Beddington North

TFL Funded roads to be resurfaced
Road

Length

CROWN ROAD
FROM St.NICHOLAS ROAD TO HIGH STREET

HIGH STREET
FROM VALE ROAD TO CROWN ROAD

Ward

98m

Sutton

163m

Sutton

Reserve List – LBS Funded
Road

Length

CHEAM COMMON ROAD
FROM LINDSAY ROAD TO RUSKIN DRIVE

CHEAM COMMON ROAD
FROM RUSKIN DRIVE TO COLBORNE WAY

ROOKWOOD AVENUE
FROM QUEENSWOOD AVENUE TO FERRERS AVENUE

AULTONE WAY, CARSHALTON
FROM CULVERS WAY TO GREEN WRYTHE LANE

GROSVENOR ROAD
FROM PARK LANE TO MANOR ROAD

WEST STREET
FROM POUND STREET TO COLSTON AVENUE

1

Ward

118m

Worcester Park

208m

Worcester Park

257m

Beddington North

151m

The Wrythe

504m

Wallington South

450m

Carshalton Central
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Reserve List – TFL Funded
Road

Length

HIGH STREET
FROM CROWN ROAD TO THROWLEY WAY

ANGEL HILL
VALE ROAD TO VERMONT ROAD

WOODCOTE ROAD
FROM THE DRIVE TO BOROUGH BOUNDARY

Ward

183m

Sutton

316m

Sutton

769m

Wallington South

Roads to be Investigated and Designed.
Road

Length

NORTH STREET
FROM CAMDEN ROAD TO NIGHTINGALE LANE

CLIFTON ROAD
FROM MANOR ROAD TO BUTE ROAD

2

Ward

291m

The Wrythe

332m

Wallington South
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Appendix B
Page 1 of 2

Planned Highways Maintenance
List of footways to be reconstructed in 2016/17
Road
CAMBRIDGE ROAD
FROM No.1 TO CARSHALTON ROAD

Length

Ward

37m

Carshalton Central

61m

Wallington South

98m

Hackbridge

207m

Sutton

223m

Cheam

224m

Cheam

226m

Cheam

119m

Wallington North

93m

Wallington North

SANDY HILL ROAD
FROM ONSLOW GARDENS TO SANDY LANE
SOUTH

ELM ROAD
FROM HACKBRIDGE ROAD TO LONGFIELD
AVENUE

LANDSEER ROAD
FROM CHEAM ROAD TO GROVE ROAD

DERBY ROAD
FROM CHEAM ROAD TO SALISBURY AVENUE

ROSEBERY ROAD
FROM CHEAM ROAD TO SALISBURY AVENUE

CECIL ROAD
FROM CHEAM ROAD TO SALISBURY AVENUE

QUINTON CLOSE.
FROM LAKESIDE TO END OF ROAD.

LAKESIDE
FROM QUINTON ROAD TO DEREK AVENUE

Planned Highways Maintenance
List of footways to be Slurry Sealed in 2016/17
Road

Length

Ward

MARCHMONT ROAD
FROM BLENHEIM GARDENS TO WOODCOTE
ROAD

SHERWOOD PARK ROAD
FROM CHEAM ROAD TO ROBIN HOOD LANE

St. JAMES’ ROAD
FROM CHEAM ROAD TO SYDNEY ROAD

St. JAMES ROAD
FROM GREEN WRYTHE LANE TO END

ALBERTA AVENUE

523m

Wallington South

353m

Sutton

627m

Sutton

207m

Carshalton

518m

Cheam

420m

Cheam

FROM St. DUNSTAN’S HILL TO END OF ROAD

FREDERICK ROAD
FROM GANDER GREEN LANE TO ALBERTA
AVENUE

1
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Reserve List of footways to be reconstructed in 2016/17
Road
DEREK AVENUE
FROM LONDON ROAD TO CROYDON ROAD

NETLEY CLOSE
FROM MALDEN ROAD TO END OF ROAD

FORESTERS CLOSE
FROM FORESTERS DRIVE TO END OF ROAD

Length

Ward

229m

Wallington North

252m

Cheam

151m

Wallington South

Reserve List of footways to be Slurry Sealed in 2016/17

Road
SPRUCEDALE GARDENS
FROM FORESTERS DRIVE TO END

Length
353m

2

Ward
Wallington South
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Report to:

Environment & Neighbourhoods
Committee

Report title:

Parking Strategy and Policy

Report from:

Mary Morrissey, Strategic Director of Environment, Housing
and Regeneration
Borough Wide

Ward/Areas affected:
Chair of Committee/Lead
Member:
Author(s)/Contact
Number(s):
Corporate Plan Priorities:

Open/Exempt:
Signed
:

Date:

15 September 2016

Councillor Jill Whitehead
Ian Price, Team Leader Strategy and Commissioning, 020 8547 5934
Warren Shadbolt, Executive Head of Safer and Stronger Communities,
020 8649 0605
● An Open Council
● A Green Council
● A Fair Council
● A Smart Council
Open
Date:

2 September 2016

1.

Summary

1.1

The Parking Strategy and Policy (The Strategy) will set out how the Borough will assess, review
and manage its parking infrastructure to support the aspirations of One Planet Sutton, The Local
Plan, and emerging Sutton Town Centre Masterplan and the 2031 growth agenda.

1.2

The Strategy will provide a more cohesive, boroughwide, approach to parking management
and intelligent approach to enforcement. The Strategy will assess all available information to
determine a 5 year strategy, with a delivery plan focussed on the first 3 years, that allows an
opportunity to review existing measures and consider the changing social landscape to assess
a range of interventions to meet the strategy objectives and manage a crisis in the present and
future demand/supply of road space.

2.

Recommendations
The Environment and Neighbourhood Committee is recommended to:

2.1

Agree and adopt the Parking Strategy and Policy 2016 a
 nd the associated delivery plan
attached as Appendix A.
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2.2

Note the capital financing required to support its delivery.

3.

Background

3.1

The Borough’s Parking Strategy was last refreshed and updated in 2012, and the attached
document provides a revised approach to the management and delivery of Parking Schemes
across the borough.

3.2

The timing of the review has been scheduled to allow adequate consideration to be given to the
growth potential being set out for the borough, and such that the Strategy can set out how we
avoid a crisis of road space. It has been identified that there are parts of the borough where
there are too many cars and not enough road space, and this presents a range of issues that
need to be managed.

3.3

In terms of the Strategy’s relationship with existing and emerging policies, the document has
been reviewed against One Planet Sutton, the emerging Local Plan and Sutton Town Centre
Masterplan, the Sustainable Transport Strategy and the Cycling Strategy. A key element to One
Planet Sutton is about the borough being a place where people lead happy healthy lives in a
way which reduces our dependence on resources, and there are key themes to help deliver the
vision, and this strategy and the associated policies provides opportunities to help achieve that
vision.

3.4

As well as Council policies, the Strategy needs to be compliant with the London Plan and the
Mayor’s Transport Strategy, and also be mindful of the Mayor’s emerging New Clean Air
Strategy.

4.

Issues

4.1

The Strategy document covers the existing issues and also considers issues that may arise as
the project is rolled out. It is important to note that the project will not solve all of the existing
issues. Also any permit parking schemes that are implemented as part of this project will be self
financing, and will not be a source of revenue generation.

5.

Options Considered

5.1

As part of the development of the project, a key issue for delivery has been around the length of
the work programme, and various options for delivering the strategy were considered to ensure
that the most efficient and appropriate method was chosen. This resulted in a preferred option
of a 5 year delivery plan, as detailed in Appendix A, which is based on a condensed
delivery/implementation phase over three years, followed by a review phase of a further two
years.

5.2

The options for the permit parking schemes in each of the local areas will be developed and
determined as part of each the delivery phases, as set out in the Strategy.
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Impacts and Implications
Financial

6.1

In the current Capital Programme there is secured funding of £750,000 towards the Area Wide
Parking Scheme, approved at the Council meeting on 7 March 2016.There is also £625,000 of
funding already approved, and released, for update of Pay and Display infrastructure work for
which is already underway.

6.2

Initial cost estimates have been carried out which identify the additional level of funding required
to deliver the strategy, and those costs are estimated at approximately £1,733,000.

6.3

Opportunities to access other funding to supplement this such as Community Infrastructure
Levy funding and external funding will be explored across the programme to meet the range of
interventions developed through the assessment and review phases.

6.4

Ongoing revenue costs to manage and enforce permit and pay and display schemes will
managed through the On Street Parking account.
Legal

6.5

The Council, as the local traffic authority, has a statutory duty under Section 16 of the Traffic
Management Act 2004 to manage their road network with a view to achieving, so far as may be
reasonably practicable having regard to their other obligations, policies and objectives, the
following objectives
(a) securing the expeditious movement of traffic on its road network; and
(b) facilitating the expeditious movement of traffic on road networks of another traffic authority.

6.6

In performing this network management duty the Council may take, any action which they
consider will contribute to securing –
(a) the more efficient use of their road network; or
(b) the avoidance, elimination or reduction of road congestion or other disruption to the
movement of traffic on their road network that of another traffic authority

6.7

This may involve the exercise of any power to regulate or coordinate the uses made of any road
(or part of a road) in the road network (whether or not the power was conferred on them in their
capacity as a traffic authority).

6.8

The Council must make such arrangements as they consider appropriate for planning and
carrying out the action to be taken in performing the network management duty, and keep these
under review. The arrangements include identifying things which are, or will cause, or have the
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potential to cause, road congestion or other disruption to the movement of traffic on their road
network; and consider how this should be addressed. The Strategy is made in accordance with
the Council’s duties as Traffic Authority.
6.9

As Traffic Authority under the provisions of the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 the Council
may make Traffic Management Order’s controlling, or regulating vehicular and other traffic. It
also has various other powers to regulate traffic, including controlling offstreet parking, which
are heavily prescribed. The Strategy includes proposals for regulations which would be made
by TMO. Any proposed TMO would be made in accordance with the detailed provisions of the
Local Authorities Traffic Orders (Procedure) (England and Wales) Regulations 1996 (SI
No.1996/2989). This includes consultation, publication of notice of any proposed TMO,
consideration of any objections received before any TMO is confirmed and giving notice of any
TMO made.
Integrated Impact Assessment

6.10 In considering the recommendation members must consider the public sector equality duty
under Section 149 of the Equality Act 2010 to have due regard to the need to eliminate unlawful
discrimination, harassment and victimisation; to advance equality of opportunity between people
who share a protected characteristic and those who do not; and foster good relations between
those who share a protected characteristic and those who do not.
6.11 IIA form is appended to this report.
Community
6.12 Residents and Councillors have been given the opportunity to contribute to the scheme
development through the engagement process as set out in the Strategy document.
Risk
6.13 A full risk assessment will be produced as part of the Scheme documentation.

7.

Appendices and Background Documents
Appendix letter

Title

A

IIA

B

Parking Strategy

Audit Trail
Version
Consultation with other officers

Final

Date: 2 September 2016
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Finance

Yes

Tony Cooke

Legal

Yes

Fiona Thomsen

Other Officers:

Yes

Glenn Phillips, Head of
Community Safety
Services

Integrated Impact Assessment
required?

Yes

Completed
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INTEGRATED IMPACT ASSESSMENT FORM
Integrated Impact Assessments (IIAs) are a tool that the Council’s uses for assessing
the possible impact (positive and negative) of policies, service delivery plans, strategies,
projects, programmes, commissioning activities or other initiatives. IIAs are a
mechanism through which the Council demonstrates compliance with the Equality Act
2010, Public Services (Social Value) Act 2012, and Localism Act 2011.
A comprehensive IIA will facilitate evidence-based and informed decision making. Data
to complete an IIA should be collected and considered from the beginning to the end of
the project cycle. An IIA for each project will be revised and have several iterations as
the project/programme cycle is scoped, developed, implemented and reviewed.
It is an expectation that a completed IIA is an appendix to all reports to committee where
there will be an impact on employees, the organisation, customers and/or residents.
Where a project is not being submitted to Committee, an IIA should be provided to the
Policy & Customer Service Team.
In all instances Section 1: Aim & Purpose, Section 2: Equality & Diversity, Section
3: Health & Wellbeing and Section 6: Action & Publication must be completed.
Section 4: Local Economy and Section 5: Sustainability must be completed if they are
relevant to the proposal.
For more information on IIA’s please see the intranet page or the Commissioning and
Business Insight team (key contact Simon Breeze simon.breeze@sutton.gov.uk)

1
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SECTION 1: AIMS AND PURPOSE
A. IS THIS A NEW POLICY OR A REVIEW OF AN EXISTING POLICY OR SERVICE?

This is a new policy that covers a review of the existing Parking Strategy and defines
the delivery of the new Parking Strategy and Policy.

B. WHAT ARE THE AIMS AND PURPOSE OF THIS PROPOSAL?

To provide a more cohesive, borough-wide approach to parking management and
enable a more intelligent approach to enforcement.

C. WHICH OF THE GEOGRAPHIC AREAS DOES THIS PROPOSAL AFFECT?

The London Borough of Sutton.

2
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SECTION 2: EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY
A. WHICH STAKEHOLDER GROUP OR GROUPS DOES THIS PROPOSAL AFFECT? (Broad groups -

e.g. Staff at LBS, residents, third and voluntary sector)

LBS staff, contracted services, residents/businesses and visitors, as well as the
voluntary sector.

B. WHOSE NEEDS IS THE PROPOSAL DESIGNED TO MEET?

Residents and businesses – as inconsiderate parking is consistently one of their top
concerns. Requests for parking interventions are received on a regular basis and
reported through Local Committee’s scheme requests and the Strategy and Policy
deals with parking in a strategic manner.

C. WHAT EVIDENCE HAS BEEN COLLECTED TO INFORM THIS PROPOSAL?

There are regular reports to the Local Committees which demonstrate the level of
interest in parking requests and issues associated with those requests.

D. WHAT EQUALITY-RELATED INFORMATION, FOR EXAMPLE THROUGH CONSULTATION WITH
STAKEHOLDERS, HAS BEEN GATHERED ON THIS PROPOSAL?

To date no specific equality related information has been gathered. There are
references made through a proportion of the requests where the parking and access
issues relate to mobility and/or health issues, but this has not been fully quantified at
3
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this stage.

E. WHAT WILL BE DONE TO PROMOTE EQUALITY OF OPPORTUNITY AS PART OF THIS PROPOSAL?

One of the issues identified as part of the current issues log is that there are too
many cars parked on the road, making access and parking a big issue. The
introduction of permit parking will help to regulate the level of parking and improve
parking and access issues in those areas managed.
The operation of any permit parking scheme makes specific provision for carers to
have access to permits at reduced rates, and these cover individual care,
organisational care and child care requirements.
Further engagement sessions will be held with each of the Local Area Committees,
during which there will be opportunities to engage with residents and businesses.

4
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SECTION 3: HEALTH AND WELL BEING
Please note: Data from the Joint Strategic Needs Assessment can be used to fill in this section
of the form, which can be accessed here: http://www.suttonjsna.org.uk/

A. IN WHAT WAY COULD THIS PROPOSAL POSITIVELY OR NEGATIVELY IMPACT ON THE PHYSICAL
AND/OR MENTAL WELLBEING OF RESIDENTS? IF THERE IS A NEGATIVE IMPACT WHAT ACTION
WILL BE TAKEN TO MITIGATE THIS? WHAT EVIDENCE HAS BEEN OR WILL BE COLLECTED?

It is suggested that the introduction of the strategy will have a positive impact where
those residents have been identifying ongoing issues; however it is also highlighted
that the Strategy and any associated schemes will not address all of the local issues.
The impact of the schemes delivered will be reviewed after implementation, and the
likelihood of any parking displacement will be assessed, as there may be a knock on
effect which results in residents from surrounding areas experiencing issues. The
information collected from the follow up review will be captured and fed back to the
project team for consideration.

B.

C.

5
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SECTION 4: LOCAL ECONOMY
IS THIS SECTION RELEVANT TO YOUR PROPOSAL? (CIRCLE)

Yes

NO

A. WILL THIS PROPOSAL AFFECT THE LOCAL JOB MARKET, LOCAL BUSINESS OR LOCAL INWARD
INVESTMENT TO THE BOROUGH?

B. DOES THIS PROPOSAL IMPACT UPON EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR RESIDENTS IN
SUTTON?

C. DOES THIS PROPOSAL PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE THIRD SECTOR ORGANISATIONS
AND OR LOCAL BUSINESSES IN SUTTON?

6
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SECTION 5: SUSTAINABILITY
IS THIS SECTION RELEVANT TO YOUR PROPOSAL? (CIRCLE)

YES

NO

A. IS THIS PROPOSAL SUSTAINABLE MEDIUM OR LONG TERM FOR IMPROVING SERVICES IN
SUTTON?

The proposal is a sustainable long term measure to improve conditions in Sutton, and
will be considered in parallel with the Local Plan and Sutton Town Centre Masterplan.

B. IS THIS PROPOSAL A COST – EFFECTIVE USE OF RESOURCES?

Yes, any permit parking schemes that are implemented as part of this project will be
self financing, and will not be a source of revenue generation

C. IF APPLICABLE; DOES THIS PROPOSAL HAVE ANY IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT AND ONE
PLANET LIVING PRINCIPLES IN SUTTON?

The Strategy supports One Planet Sutton, with the Borough being a place where
people lead happy and healthy lives in a way which reduces our dependence on
resources. The strategy is also aligned with the Sustainable Transport Strategy in
terms of looking to reduce congestion, and encourage the use of public transport

7
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SECTION 6: ACTIONS AND PUBLICATION
A. PLEASE RATE THE OVERALL IMPACT IDENTIFIED THROUGH THIS ASSESSMENT WITH THE LEVEL
OF ACTION THAT NEEDS TO BE TAKEN (DELETE AS APPROPRIATE):

1. No major change required. It is suggested that the IIA may need to be
reviewed once the engagement sessions with the Local Committees have been
completed.

B. WHAT ACTIONS ARE GOING TO BE TAKEN AS A RESULT OF THIS IIA TO ADDRESS NEGATIVE
IMPACTS OR PREVIOUSLY MET UNIDENTIFIED NEEDS?

The completion of this form has highlighted that further consideration needs to be
given to the needs of all road users, and be aware of the impacts a scheme may have
on them. This will be given further consideration prior to the engagement sessions
with Local Area committees.

C. WHAT DATA MONITORING OR EVALUATION ACTIVITY HAS BEEN PUT INTO PLACE TO MONITOR
THE IMPACT OF THIS PROPOSAL?

The implementation of the Strategy is based on a 3 year initial delivery plan, which
will be followed up with a 2 year review period where the evaluation and impacts will
be quantified.

D. SIGN- OFF

Warren Shadbolt
Executive Head of Safer and Stronger Communities
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Executive Summary

1.1. This document presents Sutton Council’s Parking Strategy and Policy (“the
Strategy”) and sets out how the borough will assess, review and manage
parking to support the aspirations of One Planet Sutton, the Local Plan, the
emerging Sutton Town Centre Master Plan and the 2031 Growth Agenda.
1.2. Parking is one of the key concerns of the borough’s local residents, which the
Strategy aims to address. It seeks to provide, where possible, equitable access
to a limited resource.
1.3. With the growth potential being set out for the borough, coupled with the
associated growth of car ownership and the dependency on vehicular travel in
the borough, the Strategy sets out how we plan to respond to avoid the “crisis
of road and kerb space”. There are some areas in the borough where there are
too many cars and not enough road space, and this presents a range of issues
that need to be managed.
1.4. As the Traffic Authority the Council has responsibilities through the Traffic
Management Act 2004 (TMA) to secure the expeditious movement of traffic on
our road network, and this will be a critical challenge with the growth that is on
the horizon.
1.5. The Strategy provides a more cohesive, borough-wide approach to parking
management and enables a more intelligent approach to enforcement. It
assesses all available information to determine an initial 3 year delivery plan
that allows an opportunity to review existing measures to see if they are still fit
for purpose, and to consider the changing social landscape to assess a range
of interventions that will meet desired outcomes.
1.6. It is important to identify that the document will not solve all parking issues, both
on- and off-street. One of the borough’s key transport objectives seeks to
reduce car use, and accepts that improved travel planning is needed to support
this.
1.7. This document predominantly focuses on parking on the public highway (i.e.
on-street), but will also consider off-street parking to manage displacement.
Parking on Housing land is not within the scope of this document.
1.8. The overarching vision for the Parking Strategy and Policy is to contribute to a
more sustainable future, creating a better and safer environment, economic
prosperity, improved quality of life and greater equality for our local community.
Priorities are public safety and the free movement of traffic.

3
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Introduction

2.1. The London Borough of Sutton is located in outer South London, and is
bordered to the north and east by Merton and Croydon. To the North West is
Kingston, who are now our service provision partners from a highways and
transport perspective. To the south and the west adjoins Surrey County
Council, and the two districts of Reigate and Banstead and Epsom and Ewell.
2.2. The Borough road network extends for 380km, which includes 12km of
Classified ‘A’ roads; 24.9km of ‘B’ roads; 16.5km of ‘C’ roads and 308.2km of
residential roads. In addition to this there are 3 strategic Transport for London
(TfL) routes within the borough which are outside the scope of this document;
the A24, A217 and A232.
2.3. Sutton has the 6th highest level of car ownership and usage in London, and
along with it the consequential issues of traffic congestion and air quality. The
high levels of car ownership contribute to parking stresses, particularly in
streets of older housing stock where off-street parking is not an option.
2.4. The ownership and usage levels have to be considered in parallel to the fact
that one of the key concerns of the borough’s residents relate to parking, and
this strategy will seek to provide equitable access to this scarce resource.
2.5. These parking issues are exacerbated by a number of other factors, including,
i) the fact that car use is less constrained in outer London, compared to inner
London, which has much stricter controls, ii) there are poorer public transport
links to some parts of the borough and, in particular, covering orbital journeys,
and iii) there are diverse journey patterns with good road links to the south with
the M25 and Surrey.
2.6. Traffic congestion is a major challenge for the borough, given the potential for
significant growth in local population and it is vital that we have in place a
sound strategy for managing the parking demands that will arise to that in the
future.
2.7. The approach the Strategy will take is to adopt an objective review and
assessment of the whole borough, being mindful that it is split up into 6 Local
Areas with each having their own specific issues.
2.8. The overarching principle for this approach is that the timeframe for the delivery
of the growth agenda is a pressing strategic issue facing the Council, which is
currently focused in and around Sutton Town Centre and for that reason this
will be the starting point for implementation of the Delivery Plan; The Delivery
Plan in section 8.0 of this report provides further details on the phasing of
implementation.
4
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The Current Position

3.1 Historically, parking requests have been raised at Local Committees in a nonprogrammed way, often at the request of members, individuals or specific
interest groups. These requests are dealt with in an inconsistent manner, which
hampers the most effective allocation of resources.
3.2 Local Committees regularly receive requests by concerned residents
suggesting that controlled parking zones (CPZs) be introduced on single streets
or in localised areas. Implementation of these requests has often led to
displacement of parking into other adjoining areas, often just moving the
problem to a surrounding street and thus promoting further requests for
schemes.
3.3 In 2015-16 there were approximately 320 requests for minor parking
arrangements covering 228 streets across the borough-wide programme. This
ad-hoc approach places a heavy demand on officer time to investigate and
assess each
request, and is
not efficient use
of resources.
Requests for Parking Interventions

No of Requests
Received
2015/16

No of Streets
2015/16

No of Requests
Prioritised

Beddington &
Wallington

68

48

20

Carshalton &
Clockhouse

47

32

8

Cheam North &
Worcester Park

48

35

12

St Helier, The
Wythe & Wandle
Valley

46

35

6

Sutton Local

60

42

7

South Sutton,
Cheam &
Belmont

51

36

6

Total

320

228

59

Local Committee
Area

3.4 The requests for parking interventions are not always considered appropriate
for implementation, with effectively only 20% of the requests implemented. This
pattern shows no signs of relenting, with officers reporting that 205 requests
have been received across the borough in the period January to June 2016.
The management of the process for dealing with parking requests on this basis
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is time consuming, creates budget pressures and is inefficient..
3.5 The proposals recommended for investigation and implementation arising out
of both public engagement and parking requests are usually required to be
supported from one of two funding streams:
Local Transport Fund (LTF): A discretionary sum of £100,000 from Transport
for London’s (TfL’s) annual Local Implementation Plan (LIP) allocation to the
borough, which is split between all of the Local Committees.
Public Realm Funding: This is Council Capital funding allocated annually
across all Local Committees. These budgets are relatively small, and do not
allow the wider issues to be given the full consideration that is required.
3.6 A more effective approachis to engage with members and residents,
highlighting parking attractors and generators to enable Local Committees to be
informed of where parking pressures are likely to be at their greatest, now and
in the future.
3.7 Public engagement sessions have already been carried out and from the 6
Local Committees a list of issues have been identified. Through referencing the
specific concerns for each site it has been possible to draw up an outline of the
issues identified by residents for each Local area.
3.8 Pressure points have been assessed in terms of on-street parking demands,
and have been helpful in allowing officers to draw up a recommended and
phased delivery programme.
3.9 It is important to recognise that the delivery of a phased plan for parking
schemes will still result in levels of parking displacement into other areas where
on-street conditions are not controlled. Thus in terms of developing a Delivery
Plan, it will be necessary to be mindful of the rollout of the programme to
minimise the direct impact that displacement might have.
3.10 Between the engagement sessions and the minor parking scheme requests
officers have assessed the current on-street pressures; where regular reports
of the kerb space crisis are being received, and where we have seen an
increasing level of reports of related anti-social and aggressive behaviour.
3.11 The increasing numbers of incidents have tended to focus around the main
attractors/generators; which are shopping districts, hospitals, railway stations
and schools. There is also anecdotal evidence of an increase in bus
commuting, whereby drivers will park on the outskirts of a town/centre where
there are no restrictions and there is easy access to bus routes.
3.12 Principles outlined by the Chartered Institution of Highways and Transportation,
(CIHT), suggest a 400m indicative walking radius should be applied to every
attractor and generator, which is considered a minimum distance that people
will be prepared to walk. However, the reality is that people are prepared to
walk significantly greater distances than the 400 metres suggested.
6
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3.13 The existing pressures are different depending on the areas being considered,
for example the potential increase in residential on-street demands from
development sites around the town centre, to the working shift patterns and
visitor demands associated with St Helier Hospital, which present the most
acute concerns.
3.14 In terms of the 6 Local Areas the following provides a brief summary of the
current status of each, and given the growth agenda associated with Sutton
town Centre this will be listed first.
3.15 Sutton Local - This area covers Sutton Town Centre and Sutton North, and
currently has 3 controlled zones within it. Major developments are already
underway at the north end of the High Street, and concerns that the current
hours of operation of existing schemes will not be adequate. This is mirrored by
concerns that roads to the east of the town centre, which are not currently
covered by parking schemes, are suffering significant pressures. The north
area is also undergoing a large school expansion project at Greenshaw School,
where parking demands and pressures currently exist.
3.16 St Helier The Wrythe and Wandle Valley - This area is north and east of
Sutton Town Centre, and contains St Helier Hospital, which experiences major
parking issues. The on-street parking pressures are related to the way that the
hospital operates its own onsite parking, where staff are currently expected to
pay to park, whereas on-street is effectively free parking, however roads
surrounding the hospital are narrow, and multiple vehicle ownership is high.
Dropped curbs exacerbate matters.
3.17 South Sutton Cheam and Belmont - This area is to the south and west of
Sutton Town Centre, and in relation to that there are on-street pressures near
to the centre and in particular Sutton Railway Station. The area has two other
railway stations at Cheam and Belmont, and in the Cheam area the issues are
exacerbated by being within the outer London Zone, so commuters from Surrey
would be attracted to the area. This may also be the case for Belmont, where
the frequency of services may mean this is not as attractive, but there is an
existing zone around the local centre, which operates 10am to 6pm Monday to
Friday and suggests that commuter parking is an issue. The area is also the
subject of major development opportunities and is the proposed site for the
London Cancer Hub development. The area also contains a site currently
considering a planning application for a proposed school on the north section of
the site, bordering Chiltern Road.
3.18 Carshalton and Clockhouse – Parts of this area are very close to the east
side of Sutton town Centre and there are already concerns that the
displacement of parking from the town centre impacts on the on-street parking
conditions. Further areas of significant concern are around the St Philomena’s
and St Mary’s school sites, which are concentrated on roads that are very
narrow and make access arrangements difficult, and also the roads that run off
Carshalton Road.
3.19 Cheam North and Worcester Park - Worcester Park railway station is situated
within Kingston Borough, but the resultant on-street parking is evident in the
7
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streets surrounding the station that fall within Sutton. It is on the London
Waterloo line, and similarly to Cheam is the first station within the outer London
zone, so will attract commuters from Surrey. North Cheam local centre also
experiences on street pressures, and this may be due to good road links to the
south with the A217, and the good bus links to Morden where commuters can
access the Tube network.
3.20 Beddington and Wallington – This area includes the Beddington industrial
estate, which has a range of parking, servicing and access issues that have
been highlighted. The commuter parking associated with Wallington Station
also causes local on-street and access issues.

8
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4.0 Context for Change
4.1 The Strategy is set in the context of the Council's wider Transport policies,
which are set out in the Local Implementation Plan (LIP), and reflected in the
vision statement for this document and demonstrate how the Borough will
implement the Mayor of London's Transport Strategy (MTS).
4.2 The MTS and the London Plan provide the borough with London-wide parking
policies, to which the Borough must give due consideration. In particular the
London Plan which sets out a framework of standards for the provision of offstreet parking in new developments, and this also covers cycle parking,
disabled parking and the provision of electric vehicles. There is also an
emerging Mayor’s Clean Air Strategy, and the Borough will need to mindful of
how this impacts on the outer London borough’s South of the river.
4.3 The Strategy also provides links to other Council Strategies which will ensure a
consistent approach and detail the direction of travel for the Strategy. These
are One Planet Sutton; Sutton Local Plan and Sutton Town Centre Master plan;
the Sustainable Transport Strategy and the Cycling Strategy.
4.4 One Planet Sutton is concerned with the Borough being a place where people
lead happy and healthy lives in a way which reduces our dependence on
resources, and there are key themes to help deliver this vision. The Strategy
and the associated policies provide opportunities to help achieve that vision:






Cutting carbon emissions
Cutting waste
Valuing our natural environment
Supporting healthy communities
Supporting the local community

4.5 The Local Plan is the key planning document for the Borough, which sets out
the spatial vision for development, and has target date of 2031. It focuses on
the key issues, whilst identifying development needs and the strategy and
opportunity to deliver them. It is supported by planning policies against which
the Council determines development proposals. There are 5 key challenges
within the emerging Local Plan, which has recently been through public
consultation, and these are:






How to meet the need for more homes
How to translate high educational achievement into high paying local jobs
How to manage change on town centre high streets
How to meet transport and other infrastructure needs to support growth
How to deliver new homes and economic growth while enhancing the
borough's environment

4.6 The Local Plan will contain transport policies in relation to new development
together with schedules of parking standards which reflect national and regional
policy. These cover the wider borough transport proposals, transport impacts
and parking. A key part of the current Local Plan relates to Sutton Town Centre,
9
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and as such there is a supporting Master Plan, and given the potential
concentration of growth and development around the centre this will be a key
area of focus early in the delivery plan.
4.7 The Strategy and associated policies will be complementary to the visions,
aspirations and targets set out within both the Sustainable Transport Strategy
(STS) and the Cycling Strategy, which set out how the Council is proposing to
make it easier for people to travel around the borough using more sustainable
modes of transport.
4.8 The transport policy and vision for the borough should contribute to a more
sustainable and safer environment, economic prosperity, improved quality of
life and greater equality. However, in order to realise this vision there will need
to be reduction in the reliance on motorised vehicles with a greater priority
afforded to pedestrians, cyclists and public transport. A key element will be
improving the existing public transport network, to provide the necessary
infrastructure to serve the growing infrastructure and population.
4.9 The STS/Cycling strategy provides targets for the borough to reduce travel
dependency and achieve modal shift. The vision to reduce vehicular traffic
supports the ambition to reduce overall emissions, improve air quality and
reduce congestion. It is important to consider that the potential growth and
increase in population will impact on the demands for travel, whether it is on
public transport or on the roads, and there will be challenges to existing
congestion and traffic issues.
4.10 The Strategy will also need to be mindful of associated issues relating to the
growth agenda, which will include increased residential population, continued
schools expansions and new schools, major development sites in the south of
the borough around the London Cancer Hub; and expansion opportunities in
the Beddington Industrial Area.
4.11 In addition to the Local Committees’ scheme requests, there has been an
increasing demand for on-street parking schemes and a more cohesive,
borough wide approach to managing this in an equitable way is necessary,
whilst maintaining local consultation. Inconsiderate parking is consistently one
of our residents’ top concerns.
4.12 It is however accepted that there will be instances where safety and access
issues will need to be considered outside the scope of the overarching Delivery
Plan, and these will continue to be managed through the Local Area
Committees, but it is important to stress that these will focus solely on specific
road safety and/or emergency, or refuse collection access issues.
4.13 The engagement sessions held at the Local Area Committees have provided
officers with a guide to the level of traffic and parking issues within each area.
However, it is noted that the data collated from these exercises is only an
indication of the views of those present at the meetings, and may not be fully
reflective of issues across the borough.
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4.14 The benefit of restricted parking protects the area from inconsiderate, unsocial
and unsafe parking; these restrictions inform the motorist that they should not
be parking in the area.
4.15 Permitted parking allows motorists to park in the area provided that they meet
certain conditions or parking rules. This will enable Members, residents and
businesses to make value judgments of their needs and issues, and will form
the basis of any proposed parking control expansion and consultation.
4.16 This strategy will set out a proposal to implement a five year parking strategy
and associated programme of works that will incorporate minor parking scheme
requests and the review of existing controlled parking zones and pricing.
4.17 Existing resources are not sufficient to manage the current scope and volume
of work, nor some of the changes involved. Both highways and parking are now
positioned under the Executive Head of Safer and Stronger Communities and
therefore synergies between services are now more achievable. Ultimately a
responsibility for managing this resource will rest with the Shared Highways
Service.

11
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5.0 Strategy
5.1 As previously stated the Strategy provides a more cohesive, borough-wide
approach to parking management to enable a more intelligent approach to
enforcement.
5.2 The Strategy objectives are that the use of parking controls, both on- and offstreet is a mechanism for restraining non-essential traffic and encouraging
modal shift towards more sustainable modes of travel, albeit this must be
mirrored by an improved level of service in public transport and other
infrastructure to support that shift. This allows a more balanced approach to
meet the competing demands for road space, whilst at the same time meeting
essential local needs.
5.3 To manage parking control reviews effectively the key attractors and generators
have been identified (e.g. schools, transport hubs, town centres, car parks,
development) on a borough wide basis. Walking distances and boundaries
have been plotted and whilst existing restrictions have been reviewed within
each boundary these will be fully considered as part of the ‘fit for purpose’
review and area assessments. This process will assist in identifying
appropriateness and areas that will require protection. This will allow the
process to include value judgments of the wider needs and issues, and will
form the basis of any proposed parking control expansion and consultation.
5.4 Using accepted principles, a 400m indicative walking radius is applied to every
attractor and generator throughout the Borough. Attractors and generators
include the following:












Railway Stations
Tramlink Stations
Hospitals
Primary Schools (0-11 yrs)
Secondary Schools (11-16 yrs)
Colleges
Special & Preparatory Schools
Superstores
Council Car Parks
High Streets
Major Developments identified on the emerging Local Plan

5.5 Using this information the borough wide parking attractors and generators plan
for each of the six Local Area Committees has been prepared. The Borough
has a total of 170 attractors and generators, made up of 10 Railway Stations, 1
Tramlink Station, 2 Hospitals, 75 Schools (ages up to 11 years old), 16 Schools
(ages between 11-16 years old), 3 Colleges, 7 Special & Preparatory Schools,
12
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8 Superstores, 11 Council Car Parks and 37 High Streets.
5.6 Each of the parking attractors and generators highlights an area that requires
either restricted or permitted parking protection. Restricted parking protects the
area from inconsiderate, unsocial and unsafe parking; these restrictions inform
the motorist that they should not be parking in the area. Permitted parking
allows motorists to park in the area provided that they meet certain conditions
or parking rules.
Attractors &
Generators

B&W

C&C

CN&W P

SHTWWV

Sutton
Local

SSCB

Railway
Stations

1

2

0

2

3

2

Tramlink
Stations

0

0

0

0

0

0

Schools
(0-11 yrs)

10

6

8

9

5

4

Schools
(11-16 yrs)

4

3

1

1

2

3

Colleges

1

0

0

1

1

0

Special &
Preparatory
Schools

5

2

0

1

5

2

Superstores

2

0

3

0

3

0

Council Car
Parks

4

2

1

0

2

2

High Streets
& local shops

5

9

8

6

3

6

Hospitals

0

0

0

1

0

1

34

31

24

26

30

25

Total

5.7 Some key objectives for the Strategy are:
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Safety of all road users is a key consideration
To enable residents to park near their homes
To assist users with special requirements
To provide sufficient affordable parking spaces in appropriate locations to
support and grow the local economy
To provide the right balance of short, medium and long term parking
opportunities
To ensure effective loading/unloading for businesses
To assist the smooth flow of traffic
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To set a level of charges which balance demand and supply across the
borough
To provide an efficient service that offers value for money
To be fair and responsive to customer needs

5.8 It is proposed that the Strategy will incorporate the following:







A streamlined and structured approach to reviewing the way forward
An engagement process incorporating localism
Raising the issues, stakeholder consultation and providing a consistent
approach
Policy context for parking charges and enforcement
Traffic Management Order (TMO) processes, statutory consultations and
map based schedules
A Delivery Plan which sets out a planned 5 year approach

5.9 In establishing a five year planned approach to parking schemes we will bring
together parking requests, footway parking requests and issues raised at Local
Committees and associated consultation. All issues will then be reviewed
against safety, access, accessibility, and location criteria. Clear consistent
solutions will then be proposed where applicable and Committee approval
sought for an annualised programme of prioritised work.

14
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6.0 Consultation, Engagement and Localism
6.1 Parking is a highly sensitive issue and is cause for much member/resident
engagement. Themed initial consultation sessions with Local Committees were
held and the Strategy has been be derived from this and other relevant
consultation and will set out a clear and consistent approach to be applied
throughout the borough. Statutory consultation requirements for schemes will
continue to apply.
6.2 One hour engagement sessions were held at each of the six Local Committees,
with a repeat session organised for St Helier the Wrythe and Wandle Valley.
The parking attractors and generators plan was presented and allowed
attending residents and businesses to be informed of where issues could exist.
These were tabulated into a database of information, which allowed officers to
review those issues relating to parking/permits requests and to use this as a
guide for determining the level of concerns in the local areas.
6.3 The information contained in the database will be further reviewed and will feed
directly into the development of the Delivery Plan, which is set out in Section
8.0 of this report.
6.4 Subject to the relevant approval from the Environment and Neighbourhoods
Committee the proposed process for rollout of the Delivery Plan will be as set
out below, and for summary purposes it is intended that this would initially
comprise a 3 year delivery plan starting April 2017 through to March 2020,
which would be followed by a two year review of scheme impacts and parking
displacement. Prior to commencement of Year 1 schemes it is proposed that a
‘fit for purpose’ review is completed to allow a base assessment of what is in
place on the ground and to see if there are any lessons to be picked up as part
of the new scheme development process.
6.5 It is proposed that the process for scheme development and engagement will
be as follows.

Public engagement sessions at Local Area committees to outline details
of the proposed schemes, including hours/days of operation, and an
explanation of the statutory consultation process

Statutory Consultation process for each scheme, including displaying
street notices at regular intervals on the affected streets, public notices
and coverage on social media to ensure that residents and businesses
are aware of the process

Member/Officer Review Group to consider and assess any objections that
have been received to the scheme prior to determining the way forward

15
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7.0 Policy Context
7.1 The implementation of the Strategy will necessarily require creation, adoption
and adaptation of new and existing policies such as permit scheme rules and
prices, parking tariffs and the approach to enforcement.
7.2 A consistent and borough wide approach needs to be applied. Permit rules,
types and costs will be reviewed and amended to address issues such as
inconsiderate parking, maximum number of cars per household, and incentives
for low emission vehicles, vehicle types and eligibility (e.g. maximum size and
weight).

Charging Mechanism (where required)
7.3 Permits will be based on DVLA vehicle taxation class and DVLA vehicle type
approval. as follows:
Permit Group

Taxation class

CO2 emission
(g/km)

1

A–C

Up to 120

2

D–G

121 – 165

3

H–K

166 – 225

4

L–M

Over 225

These permit groups will be available for vehicle types L1 to L7 inclusive,
(motorised vehicles less than 4 wheels including motorcycles) and M1 only
(vehicles used for the carriage of passengers and comprising not more than
eight seats in addition to the driver's seat), as defined by the DVLA vehicle type
approval. For the avoidance of doubt this will not include vehicles designated
by the DVLA as ‘special purpose vehicles’.
Vehicle type N1, which is a power driven vehicle having at least 4 wheels used
for the carriage of goods and having a maximum mass not exceeding 3.5
tonnes, will be classified as permit group 5, regardless of taxation class
Permit Group

Vehicle Type

5

N1

Only group 5 vehicles registered to a named individual at their home address
will be eligible for a resident permit.
No other vehicle types will be eligible for permits.
16
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7.4 Permits will be charged as follows, and will include a maximum of 4 vehicles
per household. An administration charge of £25 will be charged for any
alterations to permits. The latest price review of resident permit prices occurred
in April 2015 when inflationary increases were applied effectively increasing the
cost by £1-£3 across all tier permits. Previous to this prices were reviewed and
revised in June 2013 and April 2009.
Permit
Group
1
2
3
4
5

Standard
Charge
£40
£55
£80
£110
£150

Where no CO2 output data is available, generally due vehicle’s age, permit
group 3 charges will apply. “Pure” Electric Vehicles (EV’s) will be exempt.
DVLA Taxation Class and Permit Group
7.5
Band
CO2 emission (g/km)

17

Permit Group

A

Up to 100

1

B

101 – 110

1

C

111 – 120

1

D

121 – 130

2

E

131 – 140

2

F

141 – 150

2

G

151 – 165

2

H

166 – 175

3

I

176 – 185

3

J

186 – 200

3

K

201 – 225

3

L

226 – 255

4

M

Over 255

4
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Permits for alternative fuel vehicles will be as follows:
Band
CO2 emission (g/km)

Permit Group

A

Up to 100

1

B

101 – 110

1

C

111 – 120

1

D

121 – 130

1

E

131 – 140

1

F

141 – 150

2

G

151 – 165

2

H

166 – 175

2

I

176 – 185

2

J

186 – 200

3

K

201 – 225

3

L

226 – 255

3

M

Over 255

4

Parking Charges – Charging Review
7.6 Tariffs have been revised and implemented to ensure consistent pricing,
alignment to competition, and cost-incentivising off-street parking over onstreet. Businesses and shoppers could be incentivised in future through
discount or loyalty schemes. It is proposed that on and off-street parking
charges should be reviewed outside of corporate inflationary based fees and
charges reviews, and are instead more demand driven.
Parking Rules
7.7 Times of operation: - These will be for 1 hour, 4 hours, 8 hours, 12 hours or 24
hours. Durations: - These will be 15 mins, 30 mins, 1 hour, 2 hours, 4 hours, 8
hours, 12 hours or 24 hours
Parking Permits
7.8

18

At present permits vary in cost, with the main zones around Sutton Centre
starting at £51.00 per year for the first vehicle in the household, £81.00 per year
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for a second vehicle in the household and £153.00 per year for a third or fourth
vehicle in the household. A maximum of four permits will be issued to a
household. Permits for the other zones are cheaper, but the maximum number
per household remains in place. Residents are entitled to 50 free hours of
visitor permits, but additional hours can be purchased as shown in Appendix A
.
7.9 The current cost of various permits are considered reasonable and a
comparison with nearby local authorities is shown at Appendix B.
Carers’ Permits
7.10 Carers’ permits are for essential care visits and can be purchased if carers
meet the criteria to enable visiting carers. Cost and allowances:
Individual: £35.00 can park in resident parking bays.
Organisational: £50.00 (each permit) can park in resident parking bays for
three hours maximum.
Child Care: £35.00 can park in permit bay specific to coloured zone.
Parents’ Permits
7.11 These permits are for parents of school children attending schools within a
CPZ.
£35.00 (each permit) will enable a half hour pick up and drop for the colour
zone the school falls within - Can only park in resident parking bays.
Business Permits
7.12 There needs to be an opportunity for appropriate levels and charges levied for
the issue of business permits, where they operate within potential permit
parking scheme areas. Consideration should also be given to whether
business visitor permits can be issued, and options to explore the viability of
these along with short term parking options during the day should be
investigated.
Waiting and Loading Restrictions
7.13 These have generally been introduced to promote safety, assist with free flow
and movement of traffic including bus reliability and timetabling, and allowing
servicing and deliveries and these are key on the main road networks.
7.14 Restrictions have also been used to remove obstructive and dangerous parking
at junctions or on narrow sections of streets where it impacts on sightlines and
visibility and may also create access issues. This is of particular concern
19
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where emergency service routes may be compromised. These restrictions
operate over a range of periods throughout the day, and these have developed
with changing traffic patterns.
7.15 It is suggested that the use of these restrictions in areas that are primarily
residential should be carefully considered, and prioritised where safety and
access are the key issues, and where the majority of on-street demand is
created by people from outside the local area.
7.16 The enforcement capabilities associated with the implementation of additional
restrictions must be given due consideration as a regular issue raised is that
there is insufficient enforcement to manage current controls, without adding to
those demands.
Pay and Display parking
7.17 There are a range of issues that relate to this and a consistent approach to how
areas are managed at district shopping centres should be taken. Pay and
display bays can ensure that there are opportunities for visitors to the areas,
but this must be balanced with the availability of dedicated car parks, with a
charging regime that encourages the use of the dedicated car parks. On-street
bays must also make provision for vulnerable users, local businesses and
motor cycles. The ever-evolving nature of shopping and businesses means that
the operation of these bays must take into account Sunday trading hours
Parking Enforcement
7.18 The Council have a duty to effectively and appropriately enforce parking and
moving traffic restrictions. The Council will enforce through its approved
contractor, who will utilise a combination of foot patrols, vehicle patrols, CCTV
equipped vehicles and approved devices.
7.19 The Council is able to vary the enforcement capacity at its disposal to meet its
needs. The primary objective of parking and moving traffic enforcement will be
to contribute to managing the safe flow of traffic in Sutton by minimising traffic
congestion and illegal and inconsiderate parking, whilst maximising compliance
in these areas through measured enforcement based upon the guiding
principles of fairness and proportionality.
7.20 These guiding principles will minimise and, as far as practicable, eradicate the
number of Penalty Charge Notice appeals and service specific complaints, and
should help to reduce running costs and improve value for money.

20
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7.21 Up to date IT infrastructure and back office processes will be used wherever
practicable to reduce unnecessary administrative processes through
automation and movement to online or electronic service provision, and the
handling of cash transactions promoting channel shift to cashless services.
7.22 Primary enforcement activity will seek to ensure on-street compliance with
parking regulations through the issue of Penalty Charge Notices, with the
option retained to progress to authorising the clamping and/or removal of
vehicles.
7.23 Enforcement activity, at peak times, will be prioritised around schools,
controlled parking zones, and attractors and generators. Enforcement will also
be carried out in car parks in accordance with the Off-Street Parking Places
Orders.
7.24 Feedback from Members and residents suggests that there is a growing
frustration at the current level of enforcement. However, it is important to accept
that the use of enforcement is a key consideration to ensure the free flow of
traffic and this will primarily be focused on the busy traffic routes.
Car Parks
7.25 The Council provides nine surface car parks serving regional centres that
operate on a pay and display basis. These car parks are conveniently situated
to serve the Borough’s regional centres and are frequently used by visitors,
shoppers and business. Commuters also use some of these car parks. All
surface car parks have been awarded the ‘Park Mark’ quality standard.
7.26 The Council also provides 2 multi-storey car parks serving shoppers and
commuters in Sutton Town Centre that operate on a pay on foot basis. Both of
these car parks have been awarded the ‘Park Mark’ quality standard, and
provide safe and secure town centre parking. The Council will seek to positively
encourage use of these car parks by motorists in order to prioritise off-street
parking over on-street. This will maximise on-street parking that is available for
residents, and where appropriate smaller businesses.
7.27 Consequently, on-street parking fees and charges will be set at a premium over
equivalent stays in nearby car parks. Car park pricing will also be subject to
regular review to ensure charges remain competitive and reasonable, and that
peak usage times attract appropriate charges.
7.28 All Council car parks are enforced by our Parking Enforcement Contractor.
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7.29 Due consideration is given to disabled parking across all facilities. Gibson
Road, Times Square and Wallington Library Car Parks have electric vehicle
charging points, with more car parks added in coming months.
7.30 Season tickets are available for both multi-storey car parks and in busier
surface car parks as follows. These are purchased by Residents, Staff through
the Salary Sacrifice Scheme, Council Departments and Businesses in bulk, and
Contractors.

Footway Parking
7.31 Footway Parking: Exemptions to the GLC (General Powers) Act 1974, which
bans footway and verge parking are in place on some roads. These have been
provided primarily where access issues have been identified and the
introduction of verge parking reduces congestion and the potential obstruction
of emergency service vehicles.
7.32 It is important that these are reviewed and where possible schemes are
implemented which include lining of bays and provision of signs to ensure
consistency across the Borough and provide clarity for motorists.
7.33 Waiting restrictions on the public highway are important to be implemented in
conjunction with footway schemes to ensure the objective of creating safer
access is achieved.
Permit Parking Areas (PPA's)
7.34 Recent changes to the Traffic Signs and Regulations and General Directions
provide opportunities to consider the use of Permit Parking Areas, which are a
simple signing solution which provide area-wide controls for permit holders
only. These schemes offer local authorities a much simpler restriction for road
users to understand and will require significantly less signing and road marking
with consequent reduction in the costs of installation and maintenance. The
borough will make use of this scheme type as and where appropriate.
Vehicle Crossovers
7.35 Where Permit schemes are introduced the kerb side space available for parking
will be marked by bays (unless in a PPA) and there will be yellow line
restrictions between crossovers that operate in line with the wider scheme
times. There will be no consideration given to replacing intermediate yellow
lines with white bar markings. Furthermore once permits schemes are in place
no additional vehicle crossovers will be permitted.
22
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8.0 Delivery Plan
8.1 The Strategy has set out that the approach to reviewing the parking conditions
will be managed by way of a 5 year delivery plan, and it is anticipated that this
programme will commence in November 2016, subject to resourcing.
8.2 Phase 1 – Review of existing CPZ’s across the Borough to assess if those
schemes are ‘fit for purpose’ and to assess operational issues associated with
those schemes in terms of hours/days. It is proposed that the review process it
will allow officers to determine a core operational period that will be common to
all zones moving forward, but it is recognised that there may need to be some
flexibility over the start/finish periods of the schemes, depending on which part
of the Borough the scheme is in.
8.3 It is likely that this process will present opportunities for “quick wins”, where
boundaries of existing schemes are no longer covering the correct areas and
this is likely to relate to areas where significant development has taken place in
recent years, and additional on-street pressures have outgrown the scheme
area.
8.4 Phase 2 – It is proposed that the delivery of Year 1 schemes focuses on the
areas around Sutton Town Centre, North Sutton and St Helier Hospital, as the
current issues here are considered to be most intense in the Borough. Although
these geographic areas generally relate to Local Area committees, there will
need to be a ‘common sense’ approach to the roads on the south side of the
Sutton Town Centre zones as part of the Phase 1 works, which fall within South
Sutton Cheam Belmont Local Area.
8.5 With the timings of the Local Area committees it would be the St Helier, The
Wrythe and Wandle valley area that has the first engagement session at its’
meeting on 27 April 2017. This would be followed by the Sutton Local
Committee on 6 June 2017. Each scheme for the local areas would be covered
by a single Traffic Management Order.
8.6 Phase 3 – Year 2 schemes should focus on the remainder of the South Sutton
Cheam and Belmont area and the Carshalton and Clockhouse area. The
forward plan for committee meetings is not set this far in advance, but the
engagement sessions would be scheduled for the June/July 2018 window.
8.7 Phase 4 – Year 3 schemes should complete the initial scheme rollout covering
the Cheam North and Worcester Park area with engagement sessions
scheduled for April/May 2019.
8.8 Phase 5 – It is recommended that following the delivery of the schemes for the
6 local areas an operational review is then undertaken, commencing in 2020.
23
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This would revisit the schemes that have been in place and assess the impacts
of any parking displacement. It is recommended that at this stage a feedback
report is provided to the Environment and Neighbourhoods Committee,
providing an assessment of the delivery plan impacts.
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Appendix A – Existing Operational Information.
In terms of the current operation of resident and visitor permits the existing
zones operate as follows:
Sutton – Red/Blue/Green Zones:
£51.00 per year for the first vehicle in the household, £81.00 per year for a second
vehicle in the household and £153.00 per year for a third or fourth vehicle in the
household. A maximum of four permits will be issued to a household.
Each household is entitled to 50 free hours per year only issued to one permit holder
within the household (permit bays specific to the coloured zone).
Additional hours can be purchased at the below prices:
100 Hours: £61.00
50 Hours: £30.50
Belmont:
£46.00 per year for the first vehicle in the household, £66.00 per year for the second
vehicle in the household, £112.00 for the third vehicle and £112.00 for the fourth and
final permit.
Each household is entitled to 50 Free Hours per year only issued to one permit
holder within the household (permit bays in Belmont)
Additional hours can be purchased at the below prices:
100 Hours: £51.00
50 Hours: £25.50
Wellington Avenue
£36.00 for ALL permits, permit bays only
100 Free Hours
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Appendix B – Comparison with nearby Local Authorities

Resident
costs
£90/year

Visitor costs

LB Merton

1 - £90 (£65
renewal)
2 -£135 (£110
R)
3 - £165 (£140
R)

Full day £2.50 £401 (£376 R)
Half day £1.50
or £1.00 (diff
zones)
No Free
Hours

£25 admin

LB Richmond

1- £99
2 - £148
3 - £198
.

£24/10 central
zones; £12/10
outer. All offer
50% discount
for older
persons
No Free
Hours

Zone
dependent
1 - £989
2 - £1,484
3 - £1,978.
2nd zone
1 - £593
2 - £890
3 - £1,187

£10 admin

1 - £80
2 - £126
3 - £305

£4 per day
central areas;
£2.60 others.
No Free
Hours

Inner zone £30 admin
£382 (Alt fuel £190).
Outer zone(first
and second)
£382 third £560
fourth £910.

Borough
RB Kingston

All Tax band
A permits free

LB Croydon

(Note: R=Renewal)
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£15/10
No Free
Hours

Business
costs
1 - £340
2 - £510
3 - £680

Admin
charge
£0 admin
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Appendix C – Existing Off Street Parking Season ticket information
Kingsway Road:
Quarterly £126.80, currently 11 issued.
Annual £441.00, currently 21 issued
Cheam Library:
Quarterly £126.80, currently 11 issued.
Annual £441.00, currently 16 issued.
Shotfield:
Quarterly £126.80, currently 1 issued.
Annual £441.00, currently 20 issued.
Melbourne Road:
Quarterly price £126.80, currently 3 issued.
Annual £441.00, currently 4 issued.
Carshalton High Street:
Quarterly £126.80, currently 2 issued.
Annual £441.00, currently 2 issued.
Public Hall:
Quarterly £126.80, currently 3 issued.
Annual price £441.00, currently 0 issued.
Gibson Road:
£240.00 quarterly.
Currently 644 issued
Times Square
£400.00 quarterly.
Currently 21 issued
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